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TWO UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF THE MOTHER
1

I HAVE gIven no rght, no responsibility, no authority to any ashramite, to any
sadhak, to interfere to change or to try to rectify whatever goes on here, around
him, or protest against whatever might seem to him wrong or out of place, or
however he might be affected by it. The only responsibility that one has is to
change one's own nature, the sole duty one has been entrusted with is to see to
one's own progress, and nothing else is any of one's concern.

This is the first and most important condition that one has to remember
constantly if one wants to do one's Sadhana here, in Sri Aurobindo Ashram.

2

Bemg a part of Sn Aurobindo's Truth and manifested by me, there is no power
on the earth or anywhere else in space and time that can destroy or dissolve the
Ashram of the Lord, SRI AUROBINDO.

Such vam posturmgs by small minds are merely amusmg.
Love and Blessings.
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THE MOTHER ON THE DISCOVERY OF THE PSYCHIC
THERE are some solitary travellers [to discover the psychic] and for them a few
general mdications may be useful.

The starting-point 1s to seek in yourself that which 1s Independent of the
body and the circumstances of life, whuch 1s not born of the mental formation
that you have been grven, the language you speak, the habits and customs of the
environment in whch you lve, the country where you are born or the age to
which you belong. You must find, in the depths of your bemg, that which carries
mn it a sense of umversahty, limitless expansion, unbroken continmty. Then you
decentralize, extend and widen yourself; you begm to live mall things and in all
bemgs; the barriers separating indlVlduals from each other break down. You
thmk m their thoughts, vibrate mn their sensations, feel in thelf feelmgs, live in
the hfe of all. What seemed inert suddenly becomes full of life, stones quucken,
plants feel and will and suffer, animals speak 1n a language more or less
marticulate, but clear and expressive; everything 1s amrnated by a marvellous
consciousness without time or limit. And this is only one aspect of the psychic
realisation; there are others. many others. All help you to go beyond the barriers
of your egoism, the walls of your external personality, the impotence of your
reactions and the incapacity of your will.

But, as I have already said, the path to the realisation is long and difficult,
strewn with snares and problems to be solved, which demand an unfailing
determination. ·It is like the explorer's trek through vlfgm forest in quest of an
unknown land, of some great discovery. The psychic being is also a great
discovery which requires at least as much fortitude and endurance as the
discovery of new continents. A few simple words of advice may be useful to one
who has resolved to undertake it.

The first and perhaps the most important pomt is that the mind is incapable
of judging spiritual things. All those who have written on this subject have said
so; but very few are those who have put it into practice. And yet, in order to
proceed on the path, it is absolutely indispensable to abstain from all mental
opinion and reaction.

Give up all personal seeking for comfort, satisfaction, enJoyment or
happmess. Be only a burmng fire for progress, take whatever comes to you as an
aid to your progress and immediately make whatever progress is reqmred.

Try to take pleasure in whatever you do, but never do anything for the sake
of pleasure.

Never get excited, nervous or agitated. Remain perfectly calm m the face of
all circumstances. And yet be always alert to discover what progress you still
have to make and lose no time mn making It.

Never take phys1cal happenings at their face value. They are always a
clumsy attempt to express somethmg else, the true thmg which escapes our
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THE MOTHER ON THE DISCOVERY OF THE PSYCHIC 171

superficial understanding.
Never complain of the behaviour of anyone, unless you have the power to

change m his nature what makes him act in this way; and if you have the power,
change hum instead of complaining.

Whatever you do never forget the goal whch you have set before you.
There 1s nothing great or small once you have set out on this great discovery; all
things are equally important and can either hasten or delay its success. Thus
before you eat concentrate a few seconds mn the aspiration that the food you are
about to eat may bnng your body the substance it needs to serve as a solid base
for your efforts towards the great discovery and give it the energy for persistence
and perseverance mn the effort.

Before you go to sleep, concentrate a few seconds m the aspiration that the
sleep may restore your fatigued nerves, bring calm and quietness to your brain so
that on wakmg you may, with renewed vigour, begin again your journey on the
path of the great discovery.

Before you act, concentrate m the will that your action may help or at least
in no way hinder your march forward towards the great discovery.

When you speak, before the words come out of your mouth, concentrate
just long enough to check your words and allow only those that are absolutely
necessary to pass, only those that are not in any way harmful to your progress on
the path of the great discovery.

To sum up, never forget the purpose and goal of your life. The will for the
great discovery should be always there above you, above what you do and what
you are, like a huge bird of light dommating all the movements of your being.

Before the untiring persistence of your effort, an inner door will suddenly
open and you will emerge into a dazzling splendour that will bring you the
certitude of immortality, the concrete experience that you have always lived and
always shall live, that external forms alone perish and that these forms are, in
relation to what you are in reality, like clothes that are thrown away when worn
out. Then you will stand erect, freed from all chams, and instead of advancing
labonously under the weight of circumstances imposed upon you by Nature,
which you had to endure and bear if you did not want to be crushed by them, you
will be able to walk on, straight and firm, conscious of your destmy, master of
your life.

(Collected Works of the Mother, Centenary Edition, Vol. 12, pp. 33-35)



SRI AUROBINDO
MIND. VITAL AND PSYCHIC

THE point about the emotional and the higher vital is a rather difficult one. In the
classification in which the mind 1s taken as something more than the thinking,
perceiving and wilhng intelligence, the emotional can be reckoned as part of the
mind, the vital in the mental. In another classification it is rather the most
mentalised part of the vital nature. In the first case, the term 'higher vital' is
confined to that larger movement of the conscious life-force which is concerned
with creation, with power and force and conquest, with giving and self-giving and
gathering from the world for further action and expenditure of power, throwing
itself out in the wider movements of life, responsive to the greater objects of
Nature. In the second arrangement, the emotional bemg stands at the top of the
vital nature and the two together make the higher vital. As against them stands
the lower vital which is concerned wnth the petter movements of action and
des1re and stretches down into the vital physical where it supports the hfe of the
more external activaties and all physical sensations, hungers, cravings, satisfac
tons. The term 'lower' must not be considered in a pejorative sense; it refers
only to the position in the hierarchy of the planes. For although thus part of the
nature m earthly bemgs tends to be very obscure and is full of perversions,lust,
greed of all kmds, vanity, small ambitions, petty anger, envy, jealousy are its
ordinary guests,-still there is another side to it which makes it an indispensable
mediator between the inner being and the outer life.

It is not a fact that every psychic experience embodies itself in a punfied and
rightly directed vital current; it does that when it has to externalise itself in
action. Psychic experience is in itself a quite independent thing and has its own
characteristic forms. The psychic being stands behind all the others; its force is
the true soul-power. But if it comes to the front, it can suffuse all the rest; mind,
vital, the physical consciousness can take its stamp and be transformed by its
influence. When the nature is properly developed, there is a psychic in the
mental, a psychic in the vital, a psychic in the physical. It is when that is there
and strong, that we can say of someone that he evidently has a soul. But there
are some mn whom this element is so lacking that we have to use faith in order to
believe that they have a soul at all. The centre of the psychic being is behind the
centre of the emotional being; rt is the emotional that 1s nearest dynamically to
the psychic and in most men it is through the emotional centre that the psychic
can be most easily reached and through the psychicised emotion that it can be
most easily expressed Many therefore mistake the one for the other; but there is
a world of difference between the two. The emotions normally are vital m their
character and not part of the psychic nature.

It must be remembered that whle ths class1fcat1on is 1dispensable for
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SRI AUROBINDO 173

psychological self-knowledge and discipline and practice, It can be used best
when it is not made too rigid and cutting a formula. For thrngs run very much
into each other and a symhetical sense of these powers is as necessary as the
analysis. Mind, for instance, is everywhere. The physical mind is technically
placed below the vital and yet it is a prolongation of the mmd proper and one
that can act in 1ts own sphere by direct touch with the higher mental intelligence.
And there is too an obscure mmd of the body, of the very cells, molecules,
corpuscles. Haeckel, the German materialist, spoke somewhere of the will in the
atom, and recent science, dealing with the mcalculable individual variation in the
activity of the electrons, comes near to perceiving that this is not a figure but the
shadow thrown by a secret reality. This body-mmd is a very tangible truth; owmg
to its obscurity and mechanical clmging to past movements and facile oblivion
and reJectlon of the new, we find in it one of the chief obstacles to permeation by
the supermind Force and the transformation of the functioning of the body. On
the other hand, once effectively converted, it will be one of the most precious
mstruments for the stabilisation of the supramental Light and Force in material
Nature.

(Sr Aurobindo Brth Centenary Labrary, Vol. 22, pp. 338-40)
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LIFE-POETRY-YOGA
SOME PERSONAL LETTERS

You want me to summanse what the Mother wishes us to keep m mmd about the
D1vine Grace. Here Is my report.

The Divine Grace is there everywhere, illummmg all, transformmg all, as
quickly as it is divinely possible-leadmg the world to light.

Yes, that's a very good reason never to worry. Never to have anxiety about
anything, because despite our mcomplete (that is to say, nearly non-existent)
understanding of the Grace and its mfmite Workmg She is there.

And if one could remember this always, all pains, all ignorant, struggling,
apparent deaths of our bemg would become, each and every one, blessmgs. For
indeed they must be blessings m the Dvine Vis1on; but our limited viewpoint
admits only the surface "reality'', the appearance of thmgs.

How to remember always the Grace? That is a question worth askmg! And
the solution itself will be our yoga. To turn our faces to the Light, with greater
and greater trust, a growing JOY m the certitude that She is "prepanng all", thus
we must "hope for and endure all". To be true to the Mother m our daily lives
would seem to consist mn thus: a constant remembrance, a constant offermg-and
an mfimte gratitude to the Love which leans over us, children of Time, from
Etermty.

Oh Lord, teach us to remember Thee,
That we may be exalted!
That we may accept Thy gifts wth the humility and joy of true men!
That we may grow towards brighter and bnghter revelations of Thy mar

vellous vistas, Thy infinite possibilities, Thy glonous truth!
Let me conclude with a direct quotat10n from the Mother:
"It is only m the calm that one can know and do. AH that is done in agitation

and violence is an aberration and a folly.
"The first sign of the Dvine Presence in the being is peace." (22.5 1974)

*

I have decided that all that was written for you must go with you Some day you
will look at it again with the very eyes, deep and tender, that called 1t forth, and
then you will remember its true beauty and you will fall at that beauty's feet and
beg its forgiveness.

Forgiveness, because its bemg-sun-souled and rambow-bod1ed, an image
of your own real self-you tned w pass through the ngours of a mental
judgment, a mental conception of right and wrong, youth and age, spintuality
and physicality, a mental criterion whch was absolutely extrinsic and foreign to
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LIFE-POETRY-YOGA 175

the poetry of our friendship and saw in that poetry nothing but a colourful pnson
closmg upon you with profanmg hands, and failed to understand the Mother's
defmrnon of poetry: "sensuousness of the sp1rit."

There 1s a golden chuld wanting to be born in you, a future of warm
spontaneous spmtuahty. But there is also another force that has its eye on you
and would like to make you its instrument. Thus force I can only character1se as a
holy hag who has merely an abstract idea of holmess, and attempts to fit truth
and beauty mto its lifeless pattern. Not that truth and beauty disappear-they
somehow are still there, but how tortured, how twisted ther once-wonderful
hmbs become! I appeal to you. "Let not that falsified form grip your being. Keep
yourself open always to the birth of the golden child. It may not be easy, you may
wander here and there, you may need gmdance at times, but you will come home
as you are meant to do, with a fluent flame-mstead of hurrymg to an earlier
destmation which 1s stiff and stem, a house of irvmng death rather than of
immortal life." (1.11.1974)

*

Your letter moved me very much by its note of smcere urgency. The inner and
higher call has certamly come to you with its full golden ring. All I can suggest to
you is to come here where there 1s a concentration of spiritual presence and
power made by Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother. The Samadhi is the centre from
whuch spiritualty literally radates. I feel sure that rt will bring you not only peace
but also progress. You say that you have read some of Sri Aurobmdo's books,
but I wonder why when Sr Aurobmndo was there mn the body you never came to
Pondicherry to get m living touch with the immense embodied reality of the spirit
that he represented. More than any written mstruction 1s the Guru's atmosphere.
The ablty to go mward and to meditate and receive the Lght can be imparted
by a look and a touch from the Guru. That is essentially how all Indian Yoga has
proceeded. Aithough Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother have left the1r bodies they
have so arranged that at the place where the1r bodies have been interred their
lummous consciousness should remam active, a constant fountam of Grace to all
who come with a true seeking m the1r hearts. At present you seem to be m the
condition the French poet Mallarme has summed up m the hne:

The flesh is sad, alas! And I've read all books...

Readmg by itself can no longer help you Books will be of use to you only after
you have made a pilgrimage to a Guru's feet or to what may represent them. Thus
is the truest advice I can gve you. And, of course, rt wll be a great pleasure for
me to meet you personally.

I'm mterested to see from your letter that on the one hand you have gone m
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for spintual mformatlon and on the other for scientific knowledge. Emstein,
Planck, Heisenberg, Schroedmger, Born and Phlippe Franck have been mag
nets to me also. A few years back I had the JOY of havmg a personal discussion
with one of the best screntfc minds today: Werzsacker, who came from
Germany on a visit to the Ashram. I, myself, have wntten a whole book (one
among my still unpublished twenty-three books) on the structure of scientific
thought in physics and biology (8 5 1975)

*

You have done an amazmgly efficient Job as editor. I can't imagine a more argus
eyed reader with a memory that holds together forms of words occurrmg
anywhere mn nearly 500 pages. You have also shown an admirable mastery of the
meanmg of my vanous discussions. I like your quesuons and challenges. Here
and there the request to rephrase or clanfy has made me realize how necessary it
is to have a highly intelligent outsider's viewpomt on one's wntmg. I cannot
thank you enough for the work you have done and seem to have enjoyed domg.
The Sprtuality of the Future is a better script thanks to your "meddlmg".

Only m three matters I feel a httle uncomfortable, though I have done my
best to please you. The uncompromising reject1on of "which?', constitutmng
almost a kmd of "witch"-huntmg, is rather a surpnse to me. At times the close
recurrence of "that" makes a clatter hardly agreeable to a ear alert to the
rhythmics of style. But I suppose an Amencan academic ear will take delight
even m a sentence such as "K.D.S. says that that that' that that 'that'-loving
Susan wants is superfluous." In addition to the Insistence on thus relative
pronoun agam and again m preference to its possible substitute, there is the
demand for its presence at ail times instead of its omission for the sake of vanety
as in "The house Jack buult." Furthermore, why 1s 1t always indispensable as a
conjunct1on? Can't one have a verbal turn hke "He says our world 1s worth living
in"? It is a part of good style to avod stereotyped modes of expression. I should
think the groves of academe admit more than one kmd of tree to adorn its paths

I have mentioned two of my little grouses. The third ism regard to what you
call the ed1tonal "we" or "us" or "our". Argumentative literature mn particular 1s
full ot this tno and even another sort-narrative or descnptive literature
employs 1t freely. Why should one be bound hand and foot to "one" or have to
turn an active phrase mto a passive merely to avoid "we" or "us" hke the
plague?

Suppleness, liveliness, diversity, mndivdual flavour are sacrificed by over
much attention to grammar-class correctness. Enghsh, unlike French, is not a
fixed language with stnct rules and planned tournures. It is a very flexible
medium and even invites ala1mmng hbertres mn the cause of expressive vitality. To
press old Wordsworth from a different context to my purpose:
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We must be free or de, who speak the tongue
That Shakespeare spake.

And I doubt whether the greatest American writers invanably adhere to the
advices of A Manual of Style.

However, I have conformed almost everywhere to your expectations. On
the whole the hterary problems ansing m my particular context do not have a
very serous bearing. Bes1des, I have the impress1on that you are not just being
pedantic and that, knowing the special readership to which my book is ad
dressed, you are guudmng me for my own good. In any case, nothing can really
diminish my deep apprecnaton of the thoughtful and sympathetic work you have
done. From the standpoint of lucidty, connectivity and consistency every
chapter reads better because of your critical help.

I know I have slept over the Questionnaire too long. As soon as this letter,
together with the manuscript, has been despatched to you, I'll buckle down to
the job and fmish it soon. In connection with the biodata, I don't want my
picture to appear. Not that I am particularly unpresentable, but I should like
each reader to form his own idea of me from my writing. For the same reason I
don't wish my date of birth to be published. Let me hurry to tell you that I am a
man and my reluctance is not due to any such reason as prompts the chivalrous
rule that when one asks (if at all) a woman's age on her birthday one must always
couch one's mqmry thus. "What anmversary of your twenty-fifth year are you
celebrating?" Let me whisper in your ear that I was born on 25 November 1904. I
am also prepared to send you a picture of myself provided you keep it hidden in
your hand-bag and exclaim only in private: "My word! he doesn't look his age."

(22 7.1977)

*

I have received your letter about the line from Savitri (Ed. 1970, p. 162, line 27,
Book II, Canto V):

Ananke's engmes orgamsmg Chance ...

I shall come to its sigmficance in its own context after givmg you whatever
general information I can about Ananke (pronounced m three syllables). The
name is also wntten "Anangke".

Webster's New Internatonal Dictonary of the Englsh Language (2nd Ed.,
1956), p. 95, col. 2, says:

"Ananke (anang'ke), n. [Gr. ananke] Gr. Relig. A personification of
compelling necessity, or ultimate fate, to which even the Gods must yield."

The Encyclopaedia of Philosophy (Growell Collier & Macmillan, Inc.,
1967), pp. 359-360, has this:
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"Moira (Fate)/ Tyche (Chance)/ Ananke (Necessity)
... Ananke (Necessity), hke mora, is inescapable m its operations but originally
controlled only specific events and not the whole range of necessitated occur
rences. Plato (Timaeus, 47 E.ff.) opposes Necessity to Reason; necessity as
'errant cause' is the irrational element in the umverse-it can be rationalized by
persuasion, but not wholly eliminated. In itself it 1s a blmd and aimless force, and
for both Plato and Aristotle it is akin to tyche."

The Encyclopaedia Britannica (1960), Vol. I, p. 869, reads:
"Ananke (Anangke) in Greek literature, necessity or fate personified. In

Homer the personification has not yet been achieved, although even the Gods
admit that they are limited m their freedom of action She is fairly prominent in
post-Homeric literature and theological speculation, particularly Orphic, but is
definitely known to emerge mto cult only at Corinth, where she was worshipped
with Bia (Might, force). There are one or two famt and dubious traces of her cult
elsewhere, but because of her unalterable nature 1t was pomtless to render her
offering or sacnfice-'Nothmg is stronger than dread Necessity' was a Greek
byword. In literature she is associated with Adrasteia. the Mmrai (or Fates, to
whom she was the Mother, accordmg to Plato m the Republc) and similar
deities. In Italy she does not appear to have been worshipped at all; the famous
descnption of Necessitas (Ananke) m Horace's Carmina, which makes her
attendant on Tyche, is purely literary."

Now to Sri Aurobmndo. He is referrmg to the way the vital mmd is used by
the forces of the Life Plane. Behmd them is an unknown World-Will, a hidden
determining Destiny, a power of That Which Must Be, a supreme Necessity
beyond all calculable possibilities. It is thus that Sn Aurobmndo names Ananke
after the original Greek concept or intuit10n. The mstruments of it are termed by
hmm "engines": they are themselves Ignorant of the purpose driving them and
they even distort its action and the purpose is somehow worked out through a
kmd of controlled chaos. Sheer Chance seems at play, but its apparent caprices
and incoherences are secretly orgamsed in a subtle scheme to reach a certain
end. There are three levels, as it were. At the back of all there is Ananke: the
middle level is that of the hfe-forces unconsciously moving to Ananke's mtent:
then we have our own selves whose vital mind is a marionette m the hands of
these forces. It seems that, in Sri Aurobmndo's vis1on, Ananke 1s specifically the
World-Will expressing its ultimate design on the Life Plane Here he makes a
departure from the Greek intuition, which stnkes us as coverng the whole
cosmic phenomenon on all the planes. But perhaps the Greek pantheon was very
much coloured by the Life-sense and there was not the pure mental outlook
which we imagine to be present. The very characters of the Greek Gods impress
us as those of mentalised vital beings raised to an ultra-mental pitch. Perhaps the
fmest figuration of them is in Sn Aurobmndo's Ilon, particularly m The Book of
the Gods. There Ananke too acquires the hughest aspect possible within the
fmest understandmg of the Greek pantheon. Ananke comes mn agamn and agam
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mn the Book concerned Let me quote to you a few passages from the 1957
edit1on.

Here is Zeus speakmg:

Always then shall desre and passion strive with Ananke? ...
Open the eye of the soul, admit the voice of the S1lence.(p. 110)

Now Zeus alludes to Ananke or seems to do so:

All thmgs are by Time and the Will eternal that moves us. (Ibd)

Hephaestus thus to Zeus, perhaps makmg the same allusion.

Yes, I obey thee, my Father, and That which than thou 1s more mighty ...
(p. 120)

Zeus to Artemis:

Shnnk from no act that Necessity asks from your lummous natures. (p 122)

Again, Zeus to DIS:

Thou and I, 0 Dis, remam and our sister Ananke.
That which the joyous hearts of our children, radiant heaven-moths
Flitting mid flowers of sense for the honey of thought, have not captured,
That which Poseidon forgets mid the pomp and the roar of his waters,
We three keep m our hearts. By the Light that I watch for unsleeping,
By thy tremendous consent to the silence and darkness, 0 Hades,
By her delight renounced and the praye1s and worship of mortals
Making herself as an engine of God without bowels or vsion,
Yet in that engme are only heart-beats, yet is her nddle
Only Love that 1s veiled and pity that suffers and slaughters,
We three are free from ourselves, 0 Dis, and free from each other.
Do then, 0 Kmg of the Night, observe then with Time for thy servant
Not my behest, but What she and thou and I are for ever. (p. 123)

In this passage one 1s not quite certam whether Ananke is the mscrutable Ulti
mate. There 1s talk of "God" beyond her as well as beyond Zeus and Dis. We are
also told of "What" she and Dis and Zeus are in theu everlasting essence.

Ananke again figures mn the lines

So m hus arrogance dre the vast invmcible Death-god
Triumphing passed out of heaven wth Themus and dire Ananke.
Zeus alone m the spheres of his bhss, in his kingdom of bnlliance
Sat divine· and alarmed; for even the gods in theu heavens
Scarce shall hve who have gazed on the unveiled face of Ananke,
Heard the accents due of the Darkness that waits for the ages. (p. 124)
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A final mention comes when the dreadful three pass through Troya and the
Gods of that city fly away:

Filled was the a1r with the1r troops and the sound of a vast lamentaton.
Wailing they went, lamenting mortality's ages of greatness,
Ruthless Ananke's deeds and the mortal conquests of Hades. (p 125)

What one gathers from all these passages 1s that Ananke, the Goddess
Necessity, is a compelling power above even Zeus, not to speak of the lesser
deities of Olympus, but that even she 1s after all a Goddess and 1s an emanation
or representative of something still beyond, a nameless and formless Eternal. On
a par with her we have two other divme powers:

Ancient Them1s remained and awful DIs and Ananke.
Then mid these last of the gods who shall stand when all others have

penshed ... (p. 123)

From the nature of these three we may guess somethmg of the nature of the
supreme and everlasting Mystery. One hint 1s gven by DIS:

I, I am Night and her reign and that of which Night 1s a symbol. (p 123)

But DIs also adds:

And behind Night is hght and not m the sun and his splendours. (Ibid.)

A glint of this "light" 1s afforded us in some hoes that echo an Upanishadc
vision. Sri Aurobindo tells of "Mind's more subtle fields" to which the gods are
called when Zeus sends out his summons-

Mind that pure from this density, throned in her splendours immortal
Looks up at Light and suffers bhss from meffable kingdoms
Where beyond Mmd and its rays is the gleam of a glory supernal:
There our sun cannot shine and our moon has no place for her lustres,
There our lightmngs flash not, nor fife of these spaces is suffered. (p. 108)

This is all that I have to say at the moment apropos of your query. I hope I
have not disappointed you too much. (141 1975)

AMAL KIRAN..
(K D SETHNA)



REVIEW
Demeter and Persephone: A Mystery Play by Themis: Published by Sri Aurobmdo
International Centre of Education, Pond1cherry, Price Rs. 90.

A MYSTERY play 1s in a class by itself. In the words of Goethe 1t seeks

To know what forces there must be
That hold the world in unity.

How are a myth and a mystery related? Writes Elizabeth Drew, "Myth (the
etymological root is the same as that of mystery) leads us back to ultimate
mysteries ... to the mystery of life itself."

Sri Aurobindo has used the myth of Savitri to give significant form to his
world-view. His play Perseus the Delverer falls in the same category. In his
introductory note Sri Aurobindo wrote, "In a romantic work of imagination of
this type these outrages on history do not matter. Time there is more than
Emstemian in its relativity, the creative imagination 1s 1ts sole disposer and
arranger; fantasy reigns sovereign; the names of ancent countres and peoples
are brought in only as fringes of a decorative background; anachromsms romp m
wherever they can get an easy admittance, ideas and associations from all chmes
and epochs mingle; myth, romance and realism make up a smgle whole. For here
the stage is the human mind of all times: the subject is an incident m its passage
from a semi-primitive temperament survivmg in a fairly advanced outward
civilisation to a brighter intellectualism and humamsm-never qmte safe against
the resurgence of the dark or violent hfe-forces which are always there subdued
or subordinated or somnolent in the make-up of civilised man-and the first
promptings of the deeper and higher psychuc and spiritual being which rt is hus
ultimate destmy to become."

What was just shadowed forth vz., "the first promptmgs of the deeper and
higher psych1c and spiritual bemg which 1t 1s hus ultimate destiny to become,"' has
been v1v1dly and in all its varied aspects and fluctuations given a dramatic form in
Themis's mystery play, Demeter and Persephone.

In the words of the poet the story 1s simply told: "Persephone, daughter of
Demeter and Zeus, 1s carried off by Pluto, God of the Underworld, with Zeus'
consent, when she goes to pluck the narcissus-flower, grown especially for the
occasion by Gaia, the Earth-Goddess, at Zeus' behest. Pluto makes her his
queen and keeps her as his pnsoner. Demeter mn deep sorrow searches for her
everywhere and, roammg over the earth in her grief, she arnves at Eleusis.
Here, the three daughters of Keleos take her to the1r home where she heals the1r
little brother and is engaged by Metaneira, their mother, to tend hmm. Wishing to
make the child immortal, she rubs hum with ambrosia every night and puts hum mn
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the fre, and he grows 'like unto a god' The mother, suspicious and uneasy, spres
on Demeter and destroys her work Demeter reveals her godhead and leaves the
place. The common story tells of how she goes to ask Zeus to send her
Persephone, compelling him to do so by stopping all growth of corn and frmt on
earth. Zeus sends Hermes to fetch Persephone and Pluto has to release her, but
he has given her sax pomegranate seeds to eat, to assure her return to hs realm "
The author has used the vers1on mn an Orphic hymn which "speaks of Demeter's
descent mto Hades" because 'rt holds more real meanmg than the other
superficial endmg of the story"

"This myth, hke all great myths, 1s archetypal", and she quotes a modern
writer on Mythology who says, "Myth 1s a true story because it is a sacred story,
not only by virtue of its content but because of the concrete sacral forces which 1t
sets to work." Indeed, the play under review will have resonance and by its
visionary power will surely set to work sacral forces, for though archetypal the
myth looks forward to a transformation of the whole underworld, because Pluto
is not a rebel angel but Zeus himself weanng a dark mask:

A god come down and greater by the fall.
(Savtr, p 343)

To plunge into abysmal darkness and then to call down the radiance of D1vme
Love for the transformation of the base and the dark mto the lummous and true
1s the great adventure of the Supreme Consciousness-Power.

Tennyson's poem "Demeter and Persephone" (in Enna) seems to be a
precursor of Them1s's mystery play, for in that poem the myth gamns a higher
dimension. The power, m Tennyson's poem, above the three fates is not Fate but
Love and as a result of the intervention of Drvmne Love, Persephone wll always
remain on earth and the garden of Enna will enJoy eternal spring. In the last lines
of the poem Demeter tells Persephone:

Yet, I Earth-Goddess, am but ill-content
With them who still are highest. Those grey heads,
What meant they by their 'Fate beyond the Fates'
But younger kindher Gods to bear us down ...

Gods mdeed,
To send the noon into the nght and break
The sunless halls of Hades mto Heaven?
Till thy dark lord accept and love the Sun,
And all the Shadow dwell the whole bnght year with me.

and thou that hast from men,
As Queen of Death, that worship which 1s Fear,
Henceforth, as havmg risen from out the dead,
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Shalt ever send thy hfe along with mme
From buned gram thro' springmg blade.

By altering the ancient Greek myth, Themus has Invested rt with a wholly
spiritual significance. The play "Demeter and Persephone" 1s a remarkable
achievement of the creative 1magmnation. Harold Bloom has called Shelley's
"Prometheus Unbound", '·Surely the sweetest and most urbane Apocalypse in
literature." In "Prometheus Unbound", men, women and even the vegetable
kmgdom undergo a sea-change.

Here is Shelley's vision of the Apocalypse.

The loathsome mask has fallen, the man remams
Sceptreless, free, uncircumscribed, but man
Equal, unclassed, tnbeless and nationless,
Exempt from awe, worship, degree, the Kmg
Over himself, Just, gentle, wise: but man ...

(Prometheus Unbound, Act III)

Both "Prometheus Unbound" and Themis's "Demeter and Persephone"
are beautiful lyrical dramas, cosmic in ther scope and setting and the actors hve
and move m super-terrestrial planes. Both the plays are meant to take place in
some future time. What happens on earth is a shadow of what happens m the
occult planes. The Dhritarashtrians had been slam even before a single arrow
was shot. In "Demeter and Persephone" it 1s no mere temporary victory of the
Spintual Powers but a complete transformation of the forces of Darkness such as
hate, egoism and narrow selfishness mto thelf divme truths.

Here too the life on earth wll be "a home of the wonderful" and "beati
tude's kiss". This is the vision of the future in the mystery play, "Demeter and
Persephone":

And you my fnends who have been faithful, true,
Shall all be filled with light. Her Joy shall flow
Withm our hearts, her Love's deep rapture thrill
Our every vein

And then,

Ah, all the walls will break, we shall be one.
My vision wll come true.

And,

The Dragon black that lay for ages co1led
Around our Castle woke and spread its wmgs
And m one flame of gold soared mto Heaven.
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The play is full of lyrical charm and lovmg tenderness. The poetry of the
play permeates the stage-directions grven mn minute detail. Here 1s Pluto meeting
Demeter: "Pluto sits gazmg steadily at the cave-entrance. Slowly a few deep
chords of music drift m and a bright white light fills the aperture. Then a melody
as of heavens opening, and Demeter stands there m a glonole ..."

Lines hke

or

An angunshed yearning rises from the deeps,
And vmces call me from the dark abyss

Pale shadowy faces gazmg from the depths

go home straight. Says Demeter,

How all things hve and speak and throb with love,
How radiant beauty smiles from every heart,
As all grows mn and knows its inmost truth.
I have lifted all the veils and all things shme,
And breathe delight from my transmutmg touch,
Thy realm of pale illus1ons fades away,
Revealmg the gold reahty it bears.

Demeter implores Pluto:

Release Persephone, my beloved Child,
The world's bnght Soul, its beauty, hfe,
Its seed of Truth, and all our Joy and Love,
GIve her now back to me, to all the earth,
That there be sprmg-time on the earth once more.
Anse, Zeus of the Underworld, anse, (she touches him)
Return mn love and show thy face divme
For thus did I pass through Hell's agony,
And come down here, that thou m1ghtst change at last.

And Pluto rephes to Demeter,

Demeter, thy sweet touch unveils my truth;
Behold me now, and look upon my realm...
Her beauty and her love have worked through aeons,
Refmmg, punfymg everythmg,
Turnmg our dark to hght, our pam to JOY ..
For thou hast broken all the iron chains,
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And crossed the streams of falsehood, sorrow, death,
And brought deliverance to my world and me
From the long aeonic bindmg in the Night.

Matthew Arnold at the end of his Sonnet "Austenty of Poetry" wntes

Such, poets, is your bride, the Muse' young, gay,
Radiant, adorned outside, a hidden ground
Of thought and of austenty withm

Such is the muse of Themus the playwright and the superb lyncist, nch m
colour and splendour but never sumptuous and extravagant.

RAVINDRA KHANNA

KARTHIKA LAMPS

KARTHIKA lamps look like stars,
That came down to earth,
To play wth the children,
Oh, what a surpnse!
Oh, what a beauty!!

GoPI (R. MURUGAVEL)

Poems by Amal Kiran and Nrodbaran
WITH SRI AUROBINDO'S COMMENTS

Price: Rs. 50/

Sold by Sri Aurobindo Society and SABDA



SRI AUROBINDO--THE SOUL OF INDIA
(Continued from the issue of February 1996)

IT was when Sn Aurobmdo was staying mn Shankar Chetty's house that he fasted
for abou. 23 days just as an experiment. Mom and B1joy were the only persons
who observed the situation. They report that Sn Aurobmdo attended his daily
routine without mterruption, such as, wnting, meditation, walkmg, etc.

There are two talks of Sn Aurobmdo's with a disciple later on, as follows:
Disciple: "Is 1t possible to do without food??'
Sri Aurobindo: "Yes, it is. When I did my fast of about twenty-three days

in Chetty's house, I very nearly solved the problem. I could walk eight hours a
day as usual. I contmued my mental work and Sadhana as usual and I found that
I was not in the least weak at the end of twenty-three days But the flesh began to
grow less and I did not find a clue to replacing the very matter reduced in the
body. Also, when I broke the fast, I did not observe the rule of people who
undergo long fasts-beginning with a little food and so on. I began wnth the same
quantity as I used to take before .... I tned fastmg once in Jail but that was for ten
days when I used to sleep once in three mghts. I lost ten pounds in weight but I
felt stronger at the end of the ten days than I had been before I began the fast. I
could lift up a weight after the fast, which J could not before."

Disciple: "How 1s such fasting possible??
Sri Aurobindo: "One draws the energy from the vital plane instead of

depending upon physical substance. Once in Calcutta I hved for a long time on
nee and banana. These make a very good food."1

In April 1911, Sri Aurobmdo moved to another house belonging to Raghava
Chetty in rue St. Louis. He lived there for full two years.

"Dunng the year 1911 Motilal Roy, who had looked after Sri Aurobindo in
Chandernagore, visited Pond1cherry and stayed for a month and a half. He had
received certamn mnstructons including a Mantra, from Sri Aurobmdo and his
first visit was an occasion for further communication in Sadhana. It was arranged
that he would meet Sri Aurobmdo twice a week, entering the house from the
backdoor to avoid suspicion. Motilal undertook to secure and provide financial
aid to the household on his return. He had also received instructions from Sn
Aurobindo to organise a devasangha, a spiritual commumty participating in all
the fields of life but from a spiritual basis and spiritual objective. Motulal's
project of Prabartaka Sangha was a concrete result of this guidance and lead
received by hm from Sr Aurobindo. This association between Sri Aurobindo
and Motilal Roy, however, did not proceed beyond 1928, for thmgs wth Motlal
took a different turn and Sri Aurobindo was obliged to withdraw from the
Chandernagore experiment."

"The household set-up continued to be the same, wth the inmates domng
186
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the cooking by turn. The economic condition was stringent, with one bath towel
servmg for everybody including Sri Aurobindo who had his bath last and used
the same towel as the others had. He gave lessons to Nolini and Moni in Latin,
Greek, French. Sn Aurobindo seems to have had an intention of returning to the
scene of political work once he obtamed the desired base in Sadhana. In the
mean time, the First World War broke out. Meanwhile, efforts of the Bntish
police to capture Sri Aurobmdo contIDued. They had succeeded in gettmg
Nanda Gopal and a leading politician Stevedore of Pond1cherry to participate in
a plot to kdnap Sri Aurobindo with the help of bands of local goondas and take
him to Bntish territory where some fabricated charges could be foisted and he
arrested. But as it always happened ID similar cases concerning him, this
informat10n reached Sri Aurobmdo. The young men around him armed them
selves with acid bottles ID order to resist and prevent forcible entrance into the
house. None turned up, however, on the expected mght. It was learnt subse
quently that Nand Gopal, who headed the plot, was about to be arrested on a
political charge on a warrant issued by his opponents in power and he escaped to
Madras to avoid bemg arrested.""?

During that period another attempt was made whuch was less crude and
more mgemous The circumstances were descnbed by A. B. Purani afterwards:

"When Sn Aurobmdo was in the St. Loms house the French pohce came
and searched rt. The circumstances were as follows. Many poltcal refugees and
revolutionaries from British India had crossed over as refugees to Pondicherry
because it was a French terntory. Before the First World War, the French
generally looked upon the English as rivals and they jealously asserted the nght
of giving asylum to political workers who were against the Brutish rule mn India.
V. V. S. Aiyar, the revolutionary, Subramanya Bharati, the patnot-poet, and
Srinivasachari were already there in 1910. Then Nagaswamy Aiyar came, and
from Bengal Sn Aurobindo and four other persons. V. V. S. Aiyar being
implicated in revolutionary activity came in the year 1912. The British govern
ment, ID consequence, mcreased the number of its secret agents, C.I.D. men, in
Pondicherry.

"In July 1912 some secret service men threw a tin containing seditious
literature into the well of V. V. S. A1yar's house. As the British agents could not
openly act in French terntory, they employed Mayuresan, a French Indian, to
complam against Bharat and other patnots, allegmg that they were engaged in
dangerous activities and that, if a search of their house was made, proof of the
complamt would be found. He had not mentioned Sn Aurobindo by name but as
Bharati, V. V. S. Aiyar and Srinivasachan were fnends of Sri Aurobindo, the
French government IDcluded his name on a list of those whose houses were to be
searched.

"But the scheme of the secret agents fell through because the tin came up
from the well when V V. S. Aiyar's maid-servant drew water. Bharati went to
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Sri Aurobindo immediately and asked his advice. Sri Aurobindo told him to
inform the French police and to ask them to come and see the tm to fmd what it
contained. The French government took charge of the tin and found that it
contained seditous pamphlets and journals. On some there was the image of
Kali and some writing m Bengali The suspicion was supposed to be created that
all these refugees were carrying on correspondence with Shyamji Krishna
Varma, Madame Cama and other leaders of the revolutionary movement in
Europe and were trymg to hatch an Indian conspiracy with their help.

"The investigating magistrate who came to search Sri Aurobindo's house
was one M. Nandot, who amved with the chief of police and the public
prosecutor. He found practically no furniture in the house, only a few trunks, a
table and a chair. On opening the drawers of the table he found only books and
papers. On some of the papers Greek was written. He was very much surprised
and asked if Sri Aurobindo knew Greek. When he came to know that he knew
Latm, Greek and other European languages, his suspicion waned, yielding place
to a great respect for Sri Aurobindo. He invited Sri Aurobmndo to meet hum in his
chambers later and Sri Aurobindo complied with his request. "3

The financial state of the household 1s well portrayed mn Sri Aurobindo's
letter to Motlal Roy, dated July 3, 1912:

"Your money (by letter and wire) and clothes reached safely. The French
Post Office here has got into the habut (not yet explained) of not delivering your
letters till Fnday; that was the reason why we wued to you thinking you had not
sent the money that week. I do not know whether this means anything,-former
ly we used to get your letters on Tuesday, afterwards it came to Wednesday, then
Thursday and finally Friday. It may be a natural evolution of French Republican
ism. Or it may be something else. I see no signs of the seals having been
tampered with, but that is not an absolutely sure indication of security. The
postman may be paid by the police. Personally, however, I am inclined to believe
in the Republican administration theory,-the Republic always likes to have
time on its hands. Still, if you like, you can send important communications to
any other address here you may know of, for the present (of course by French
post and a Madrasi address). All others should come by the old address,-you
may be sure, I think, no letter will be actually intercepted on this side. By the
way, please let us know whether Mr. Banomali Pal received a letter by French
post from Achari enclosing another to Parthasarathi.

"I have not written all this time because I was not allowed to put pen to
paper for some time,-that is all. I send enclosed a letter to our Marathi friend.
If he can give anything for me, please send it without the least delay. If not, I
must ask you to procure for me by will-power or any other power in heaven or on
earth Rs. 50 at least as a loan. If you cannot get it elsewhere, why not apply to
Barid Babu? Also, 1f Nagen is m Calcutta, ask him whether the Noakhali
gentleman can let me have anythmg. I was told he had Rs. 300 put aside for me if
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I wanted it; but I did not wish to apply to him except in case of necessity. The
situation just now is that we have Rs. 1½ or so in hand. Srinivas also is without
money. As to Bharati living on nothing means an uncertain quantity. The only
other man in Pond1cherry whom I could at present ask for help is absent sine die
and my messenger to the South has not returned. The last time he came, he
brought a promise of Rs. 1000 in a month and some permanent provision
afterwards, but the promise like certain predecessors has not yet been fulfilled
and we sent him for cash. But though he should have been here three days ago,
he has not returned and even when he returns, I am not quite sure about the cash
and still less sure about the sufficiency of the amount. No doubt, God will
provide, but He has contracted a bad habit of waiting till the last moment. I only
hope He does not wish us to learn how to live on a minus quantity like Bharati.

"Other difficulties are disappeanng. The case brought against the Swadeshis
(no one in this household was included mn it although we had a very charmingly
polite visit from the Parquet and Juge d'lnstruction) has collapsed into the
nether regions and the complainant and his son have fled from Pondicherry and
become, like ourselves, 'political refugees' in Cuddalore. I hear he has been
sentenced by default to five years imprisonment on a false accusation, but I don't
know yet whether the report is true. The police were to have left at the end of
Pondicherry* but a young lunatic (one of Bharati's old disciples m patriotism and
atheism) got involved in a sedition-search (for the Indian Sociologist of all
rubbish in the world!) and came runnmg here in the nick of time for the police to
claim another two months' holiday in Pondichery. However, I think their fangs
have been drawn. I may possibly send you the facts of the case for publication in
the Nayak or any other paper, but I am not yet certain.

"I shall write to you about Sadhana etc. another time.
Kali"4

Why did Sn Aurobmndo sign his letters to Motilal Roy from Pondicherry as
Kali?

It was, m fact, a development of the Krishna-Kali experience of his in
Alipore jail.

( To be continued)

N1LIMA DAS
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MUSiNGS ON PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS

(Continued from the issue of February 1996)

The Runner

HERE In thus Time-eternty, time 1s the enemy One, two, three-years merge
mto each other, the decades run past us so qmckly that we do not know when the
muddle pomnt passes and we are left standmg on the western verge with the sunset
of hfe immment

With each passmg year our understanding grows, the vision becomes
clearer, the goal 1s seen more clearly, the path is more amenable. Alas! When
everythmg mus is ready to welcome our Lover and Master-thoughts, feelmgs
and emotions are punhed, aspiration heightened, will fortified-then the body
falters. We glimpse the mev1table death waitmg m the wmgs. But 1s 1t a matter
for regret? Time has different dimensions, durations and qualities on different
planes. Even if we could contact our soul for one moment, if we could pass some
seconds at the feet of our Lord, then the waitmg of centunes would become
supremely worthwhile.

On November 22, 1913, the Mother wrote mn her diary:

A few mmutes passed m silence before Thee are worth centuries of
felicty....

Grant, 0 Lord, that all shadows may be dispelled and that I may be
more and more Thy faithful servant mn constancy and serenity. Before Thee
may my heart be pure as a pure crystal, so that wholly 1t may reflect Thee.

Oh! the sweetness of abdmg mn silence before Thee ...

The secret key to unon with our Lord 1s to achieve an Intense silence so that
we may hear the sweet footfall of our Lord. He may be, or rather 1s, very near. It
is the constant dm of our thoughts and desires and premises that covers His
delicate Light. If we could achieve inner slence then he would reveal himself. So
there is no cause for us to lose hope or courage. Even 1f at the fag-end of hfe he
revealed himself for a moment, every failure would be rewarded. all frustration
would be compensated. And the Omniscient D1vme knows our yearnmg and,
bemg just, he would fulfil our want One day he will stand before us unveiled.
This bemg so, nothing has been or is futile or m vam Then let us try to serve the
Lord more and more faithfully, in constancy and serenity. The secret of sddhi
lies mn being serene, to do al! that we have to do calmly and perfectly. This
perfection in acts would make us a pure crystal, capable of reflectmg the Lord
faithfully. Such should be our endeavour that nothmg except the Lord might be
reflected through us and that would be true felcrty mndeed.

Let us asp1re for silence, cultivate s1lence, and pray for slence. In s1lence 1s
hudden the key to all perfections.

SHYAM KUMARI
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THE EXPLOITATION OF THE WIFE AND THE MOTHER

WHAT would one say to the person who at first digs out the roots of a tree and
then waters 1ts trunk and branches? The reader wall smile at thus smmpl1st1c
question and say, "Except for some rare moron, who would be such a fool? We
human beings know better." Reader! please take off that smug smile from your
face because there 1s a nmety percent chance that you are one such fool. The tree
1s your famly and the roots are your mother and your wife who 1s the mother of
your chlidren.

Over much of the world women are bemg systematically and cruelly
Incapacitated by the male-dominated society, much more so in Indra Impossible
physical and emotional demands are being made on them by the msatlable male
ego They would have to possess multiple arms and be multi-faceted geniuses to
satisfy the demands of a modern husband and hrs famly. Little do these fopp1sh
males, struttmg on the stage of life, know that they are killing theu own
roots-their mothers, because the Indian shastras say that one's wife is also one's
mother smce she nurtures one's seed m her womb and therefore 1s the mother of
oneself m the form of one's child.

The expl01tat10n of women has been a fact throughout recorded history,
some small exceptions might have been there but they are so rare that we can
take thus constant, cruel exploitaton as a rule without except1on

Now a breakmg-pomt has been reached, the proverbial last straw has been
added to the load Large sections of women in the third world, of which Garhwal
m Ind1a 1s a shockmg example, spend half their lives walkmg great distances to
fetch water and hrewood, causmg further depletion of their already meagre
energy. The nexus between poltcians, bureaucrats and contractors has denuded
mother earth of its life-givmg bounties. These cnmmals never pause to think of
the harm they are domg to the ecosystem of mother earth, of the damage to our
nation's forest wealth, of the musery to which they are subjecting these hapless
women who have no say m thmgs. Due to mndscrminate cutting of the trees,
water sources are drymg up and every day women have to walk greater distances
to get a few pots of water, water which 1s not even always fit for consumption. I
remember my trekkmg 500 miles to Gangotn and Yamunotri 50 years back,
when hundreds of waterfalls cascaded with their waters flowmg across the
narrow hill-tracks with sun's rays spmnmg rambows, when I easily walked across
such a rambow and madea fetish of washmg a silk handkerchief m the waters of
every such stream. I remember countmg more than 200 of them. Today all those
ample crystallne water-sources are dry. I also remember a chldhood vis1t to the
hill station Nam1tal, where I never saw any soil: each mch of the earth was
covered with dense vegetation. The Namm Lake where one could clearly see the
bottom up to 3 or 4 metres, the Ganges at Handwar, with waters so transparent
that we could see the corns lymg on the rver-bed clearly, are lost to us forever
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Instead, we have a Garhwal denuded of its green cover and life-giving streams.
The men from the Garhwal hulls m1grate to the plamns and ther mothers and
wives are left there to search barren slopes for fuel and fodder. These selfish men
never realse that by exploiting their women, they are exploiting therr children
too. If the mother 1s weak the chld, even the male-child who Is like a demi-god
m India, will be weak. Thus the men of the world are gradually weakenmg the
race and by denudmg nature endangenng the hfe on earth.

Throughout the known hstory of our present crvlzaton, woman, 1n
general, chose to be hke the soft generous Ganges, whch gves 1ts bounty to all,
without makmg any distinction between those who worshipped her, tried to keep
her clean and those who sulhed her through ignorance i.e. hke the villagers who
unnate, defecate, wash thelf clothes and bathe thelf animals in waters which
they sincerely believe to be sacred or the devout Hmdus who throw the ashes of
the dead and even half-burnt or unburnt bodies m her waters or those who with
deadly carelessness or avarice let the affluents from their factories flow mn her
life-sustamnmng stream, and yet call her Mother Ganges or the Holy Ganges. But
those pure waters of the Ganges, which for milhons of years had such a
regeneratmg and purifymg power that no bacteria could flounsh in them, have
now become a cesspool, hazardous to drmk, at some places unsafe even for
bathing. This misuse has increased dramatically durmg the past hundred years. I
still remember the days when we bathed hundreds of times in those limpid waters
without ever soaping ourselves. We never washed our clothes near the stream.
Soap was not to be allowed to pollute the waters of Mother Ganges or for that
matter any other stream. Surely the general uneducated Indian was unaware of
the harmful chemicals mn soaps but the ancient Indian gemus had decreed it
should be so and we followed the tradition. Half a century back the environ
mental awareness that we have today was not there. The knowledge behind the
traditions like the worship of the Pipal tree was lost. Yet following the ancient
tradition Indians went round the Ppal tree trunk putting around 1t a few strands
of hand-woven thread. Great care had to be taken that the thread should not get
entangled or get broken. Thus the devotees walked slowly and had to be under
the tree for qurte some time for the ritual which mcluded watenng the tree with
mulk and water. To cut a Pipal tree was prohibited, it was considered to be a
crime. Today modem science has revealed that the Pipal tree gives far more
oxygen than any ordinary tree The ancients wedded all these scientific practices
to religion, making them a part of the psyche of the race. But m modern times we
have killed the hfe-g1ving capacity of the Ganges, and we have cut down with
impumty millions of Pipal and Banyan trees. In the same way we are killing our
mothers by makmg impossible demands on them

Fifty years back there was some Justice for women m Ind1a. Though they
had their wings clipped and were confmed to their homes, still they were, n
general, neither burnt by their husbands nor treated barbancally. I will take the
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case of my mother She could read scnptures, could sing some simple songs and
dance mn women's functions pirouetting once or twice. She cooked simple North
Ind1an dishes, dud some smmple sewing and sequmn embroidery, spun old cotton to
get woven mto bed-spreads and like most women in those days knew how to
treat the family with home remedies. She was attractive yet not beautiful. She
did not know typmg, driving, cycling or swimmmg. After entering her teens she
never wore any other dress except a san or rarely a long skirt for ceremomous
occasions. Except for some occas10ns, when she helped select some costly silk
saris for a marriage mn the family, she never did any shopping. Whatsoever dress
my father or her parents gave her was accepted happily. Life in those days was
full of physical labour in the absence of cooking-gas, refrigerators and mix1es,
etc. In addition to the household work religious practices took on an average
three to four hours of the day of all the women mn our family. My paternal great
grandfather and maternal grandfather devoted even more time to worship.
Therefore with a large number of children to send to school, with havmg to cook
on open f1rewood stoves in the mommgs and evenmgs, her san would be
crumpled and streaked with the yellow of the turmenc powder and the soot of
the wood-fire Cookmg was done sitting on the floor and there was no chance of
lookmg glamorous. Thus my father, a lawyer, saw her ma dishevelled state till
he left for the court. In the afternoon, having finished their chores for the day, all
the lades would o1l and comb ther long hair, put on bnd and a clean sari, vis1t
each other, embroider or gossip or rest. But before my father and uncles
returned from court, my mother and her sisters-in-law would agam change mto
the crumpled sars whch they had worn for cooking and would start the evening
meal. Rarely did my father or uncles see the1r wives well-dressed. Going out or
vIsitmg together was rare. Ladies went out with other ladies to the same function
or celebraton to which the males went separately. They ate separately too.

My mother was not even a matnculate. Yet for her simple talents she was
widely loved and revered mn the family and was considered an accomplished and
wise woman. Due to repeated child-bearing she became somewhat heavy but
once a woman was marned nobody censured her for becoming fat. It was
accepted by the society that some men as well as some women become fat. It did
not make any difference in the love of the fat persons' spouses. This was the
position of a majority of middle-class women.

Letalus now compare the position of modem women point by point. F1rst,
the matter of looks. Under the mfluence of modern films and TV, males all over
the world expect their wives to look hke Srdev or Marilyn Monroe. These
perpetually gyratmg men and women of song-and-dance numbers on the screen
have such a vtatng effect on the male psyche that men would hke their wives to
dress as allunngly as a film star or a prostitute. No modern middle-class man in
India would tolerate a woman as unkempt as my mother and aunts and most
other women were for most of the day. They are expected to be dressed up like a
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siren all the time. The loving relationship between man and woman, where sex
was a by-product of love, often turns now mto a sexual relationship, where love
rarely exists or is totally lost. The mutual respect and love has been replaced by
the domination of animal male sexuality which 1s becoming more pronounced
with each generation thanks to the heavy metal music. drugs, explicit exhub1
t10nism in print, audio and video medias. The modern male wants his wife to be
enticing throughout the day She should never be dishevelled or grubby, while he
himself is degenerating in the unclean hippie ethos of dress The half-dressed
males who stand on the street with their lungs upturned displaying their harry
legs and ugly protruding tummies never thmk what their wives would feel about
them They never pause to think how different are they from the dashing,
overdressed, dare-devil heroes who chase heroines in Indian films, yet they
expect the beauty and perfection of those cellul01d goddesses of the screen from
simple wives who earn their living as mad-servants, or from the overworked,
harassed, cash-strapped lower middle-class mothers. or the overblown rch lades
who have no outlet for spending the extra calones they eat. There are so many
divorces of the wives who have become fat or have lost their looks. Has anybody
ever heard of an Indian woman divorcing her husband even when he becomes
obnoxiously fat or has lost his looks due to some illness or accident?

India 1s probably the only country where films have made such a great
1mpress1on on the psyche of the viewers that passionate admirers resort to self
immolations if their hero-turned-poht1cian god gets jailed by his political nvals
Some years back some admirer~ of an actor immolated themselves when he was
Jailed for one day! In Tamlnadu 1mages of a certam actress and a particular male
star have been installed in several temples. Their worshippers and admirers are
the poor and uneducated masses, the nckshaw-pullers, the rag-pickers, the dally
wage-earners in the unorganused sector, the vendors or the hawkers-who
generally are p1table phys1cal specimens, dressed mn outland1sh rags. yet who sell
their blood to bloodbanks or hospitals to be able to see their heroes on the screen
paymng fifty times the value of a cinema ticket, mn the first show of a film And
these are the people who beat, sometimes to death, their wives who work as
maids, for not bemg soft. sweet and allurmg hke the glamorous heroines they so
admire.

A great moral degeneration 1s caused by the very famlar, all too often
used, scenario in Indian films, where the hero strays from the straight path and 1s
happily enmeshed in the magic of some other woman, and the long-suffermg
wife by her superhuman forbearance, patience and self-sacnfice wins him back
to her arms, sometimes after her youth is gone, or children are grown up. This
ins1dous, incredbly narve and unrealistic approach bas subconsciously leg1tr
mised in the eyes of Indian males their extramantal procliv1t1es. Half a century
back the extramantal affairs about which most men mn their early youth used to
fantasize and only some rch ones indulged in with great circumspect10n, left the
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wife at least the dignity of her ignorance by hidmg their escapades from her. Due
to thus pernicious trend mn the flms, now they indulge themselves.openly and
aggressively, leaving no way out of the shame of it for their wrves. Shame it 1s,
because when a man cheats hus wife, the first reaction of our society to such a
situation is that there must be somethmg lacking m the self-giving or the
character of the woman concerned. A sati, a chaste woman, should put up with
all tyranny. The society never pauses to think how a simple gul brought up in the
strictest puntan atmosphere can suddenly tum mto a SIren.

Thus hypocrsy would be amusmng 1f it were not so tragic. My father was a
stnct disciplinarian and believed m simple living. He himself followed this ideal.
Yet after marnage we, his daughters, were expected to change our psychology
and characters overmght to become spruced-up coquettes for the benefit of the
ammahty in our husbands. I have nothmg agamst a natural efflorescence of
beauty, the desire to look attractive to the person whom one loves, which comes
naturally m the flush of love and is not overdone. The modem films have made it
almost compulsory for decent young ladies to dress like hussies.

Once, after my marnage, I presented my younger unmarned sister with a
tiara of satin flowers to adorn her hair. She was fourteen and one day proudly
wore 1t as we were gomg for an outmg. We were already in our phaeton when my
father returned from court and as soon as he saw my sister with that tiara on, his
eyes became red with anger. He asked us guls to come down for a moment,
beckoned us m, for he did not want to create a scene mn front of my husband, and
then m a very severe tone asked my sister to take off that tiara. She trembled and
did so. Four years later when her future husband came to see her she dressed
simply and acted simply Afterwards, my father complained to my mother that
their daughters did not know how to dress and be attractive. I remembered the
satin tiara and the stnct protocol we had to follow. This was pure hypocrisy.
Readers will pardon me this digress1on.

The present era has drastically changed the content of marnage. Previously
marriage meant love and responsibility, today it means sex and frivohty. The
Indian films and the modern literature have killed love by making 1t a synonym for
unbridled sex. Caring and sharing have been replaced by woomg and enticing.
Man has 1dent1fied hmmself wIth hs sexual urge and woman has been typifed as
an object of carnal desire. The male's ego has been inflated to such an extent that
he is imperceptibly but inexorably being pushed into a mind-frame which expects
his simple wfe to be an all-forgiving Kannagi or Anusuya, forgetting that
goddesses and saints are a rare phenomenon. He feels secure m the fact that 1f
and when he wants he can return after his escapades to the bosom of his lovmg
and chaste wife whom he expects to patiently wait at home for years for her
husband's return. And if he returns from his escapade, he thmks much of himself
for being such a good chap and expects welcome and special efforts to keep him
happy and satisfied for has he not renounced so much extramarital pleasure?
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Extensive research in America has proved that except for the rare exception
it 1s impossible for a woman to change a depraved man by her love and caring
and sacrifice. There is a greater chance of her being battered, tortured or done to
death. Girls are being warned by psychiatrists never to fall in the trap of
thinking, "I can change him." In India it 1s not so bad but the pomt of no return
is approaching fast when the males may fmd themselves impaled on the trident of
Durga. The suppressed women may ask themselves, "Is such a low, vulgar and
cruel person worth the sacrifice?" These modern males may find one day
nowhere to return to. The ego of the modern male has skyrocketed so much that
he naturally expects women to be subservient and pliable to his pleasure.
Pleasure is the password now. Even a thousand women would not suffice for a
male ego; if he had means, like Akbar he would have a different woman each
night throughout his life. The modern man has turned mto a carnal ammal, in
heat in season and out of season, who covets each woman who has a desirable
body. 0 what curse has turned mnto animals our husbands, brothers and sons!

Today, in addition to beauty and allures, they expect their wives to be able
to cook Madrasi, Bengal, Gujarati and Chinese dishes. Woe to the girl who
cannot make perfect dosas, idlis, dhoklas and Chmese curry and a hundred more
dishes. She has to be expert in some art, preferably two; she has to have a
professional training and work and earn. On top of it all, the tasks which
previously the males did, z.e. shopping and taking the kids to school, have also
been pushed on her overburdened shoulders. The modern woman, educated or
uneducated, is a harassed and exploited person, at least in Inda. She is expected
to earn a living yet to do all the chores at home.

When will this exploitation stop? Only when the women will stand up and
fight for their rights, when they will not consider themselves inferior to men in
any way, when they will be fmancially mdependent and insist on being treated as
equals.

Self-sacrifice by women has brought them to this sad pass, self-assertion wll
save them and humanity as well. For men the burden of worship by women has
been terrible. Had the male child been taught by his mother from hs early years
to treat his sisters as equals, he would have developed into a better and more just
human being. The inequality, the selfishness and the cruelty that plague
humanity have their origin in the first years of a male child where the parents
deprive themselves and discnmmate against their daughters to favour him. This
makes boys selfish and they begin to expect a larger slice of hfe than their due.
By giving digmty to herself, her daughter and daughter-m-law a woman can do
immense good to her own self and her male counterpart.

The day women will learn to respect themselves and hold themselves at least
equal to men, an age of harmony and Justice will dawn.

SHYAM KUMARI



TWO POEMS

THE PLAY OF NATURE

SEE, She is but a beautful flower
In wonderful spnng-time's bloom
That the dew in the mormng hour
Enfolds in a misty gloom.

See, this is but a tree on a mountain
Remembering good old days
When water-nymphs played by a fountain
And fauns danced across the ways.

See, thus is but Nature's play with the Future,
Attracting her Lord into time
To make Him her child and to nurture
His image in a mystic shrine.

THE TROGLODYTES

The troglodytes of Nature's little ways
Create their kingdom with work-tool's steady beats
From which the energy of the Life-God leaps
To brighten her tender earth-beloved face.

Making a pastime of bnnging up some flower,
Spending their might on the shaping of a stone,
Straining to work out the great One's wish alone,
The Mother's Love in their agile hands is power.

Filling the world-scene with hammer's noise and strife,
Their hard labour's outcome is a beautiful life.
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AMONG THE NOT SO GREAT-III
MRIDUBHASHINI (Mridu-di)

ONCE upon a time there was a "Prasad House". Walk along the North footpath
of the Ashram on what we, by long usage, know as the "Old Balcony Road". On
the opposite s1de you wll see a construction marked as "Prasad House" It 1s a
new building that has for our convemence and some remaming sentiments
usurped that name. The bulding 1s crammed with piles of papers and dog-eared
files, and some computers and the1r masters-all trying to keep track of where all
the money flies-.e. "accounts?'. In an age gone by, mn thus place stood an old
charming httle house-The Prasad House. It was indeed house to real 'Prasads'
(m the truest sense) and the Prasad-maker--Mridubhashni (or simply Mridu-di)
along with her old cranking-up-type gramophone and discs, numerous stoves (13
if I remember right), delightfully tasty khichun, rasagollas etc. and lastly walls
festooned with Sri Aurobmndo's writings to Mridu-di, all framed. What a
change-or what a fall!!

Mridu-di, born in Bengal m 1901, was widowed when quite young-a nasty
experience at any age and time, much worse in those days. But she struggled
through much and arrived here 1 1930 and found a haven at the feet of the
Mother and Sn Aurobmdo.

Mr1du-d1, like the two previous 'not-so-greats', was a bug person, but only in
two dimensions i.e. width and depth (girth). She sadly lacked the height. She was
maybe lm 40cm tall and almost a metre across! Always dressed in a white saree,
the "anchal" (the loose end of the saree) covering her head, as with many
Bengah and Onya ladies still (the custom seems to be losing its foot-hold, rather
head-hold. Maybe it will make a come-back as a new fashion), she waddled
along from the Ashram to her house givmg everyone she met a genuine happy
smile from amid two big cheeks. The eyes JOmed in for good measure.
Understandably she wheezed a bit Her voice usually stood on the higher
octaves-very effective for most occasions. The mind was of the simplest nature,
but could be adamantine once 1t chose to be. Still this was only the mmd, the
ripples on the surface What lay in the depths? Maybe we can venture a guess
when we have seen a httle more of her.

I was introduced to her within a few days of my arnval here. My brother
Narayan, a veteran of a year here, saw to 1t. For, knowmg her put you in line for
some rewards-that Prasad. And, what a Prasad! It came-as we used to
say--from "Up"-meaning from the Mother or Sn Aurobmdo. Mridu-d1 was a
great cook, one of the greatest, for she cooked for the Lord for 16 years. She
would make chmce dishes for Him and He had no choice but to have them, at
least taste them. Once 1t happened that He did not partake of some dish, and she
came to know of it. Someone had thoughtlessly informed her that Sn Aurobindo
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had not tasted one of her dishes. She was gnef-stncken and expressed it in no
uncertain terms. The 'informer' was told "knowing Mridu, you should have kept
mum about the dish". The Lord had to personally console her, as you would a
small child. Sometimes she would even tell Sn Aurobmdo that she would commit
smcide. He would say, "No, no, Mndu Who will give me luch1 then?"
Sometimes, she would bow down to Him, and demand He place His nght foot,
or left foot, on her bowed head

Many children, including my brother and I, would work ourselves into her
good books, and get invited to her house She was all smiles and prattled on and
on in her hugh pitched voice and took us to her kitchen. Therein were ranged
rows of stoves, vessels and ladles. They did not interest us. What we went for was
kept in small cups-the Prasad. It was some khichuri, or a sweet that Sn
Aurobindo had tasted. She gave a bit to each of us. We ran home happy and
more blessed than we ever realised. But it was not always that she gave Prasad.
She could easily be teased. Some hke Amarendra did just that, for the fun of 1t.
Then-no Prasad One could not even approach her house. He, Amarendra,
would accost her in the street at an odd hour (maybe 10 or 11 a.m.) and plead,
"Mridu-di, please some Prasad". She would say, "Na, na, ekhun na" (no, no,
not now) He would insist and follow close on her heels. She would scream at
him-yet he would follow her. In desperation she would raise the pitch of her
scream and call "Nohm-babu, Nohm-babu'" Amarendra and whoever was his
accomplice would run--only to repeat if possible the whole scene or leave it for
another day. Why did she shout for Nolim-da? For some unfathomable reason
she was unquestioningly obedient to hum and looked up to hmm. The following
drama proves the above statement but leaves us further bewildered

The drama unfolds in the days when the Mother came every day to the Play
ground. At 7 .15 p.m the Mother came out of Her room and stood in front of the
map of India for the March Past. The March Past, then, was well attended. All
the groups (from the youngest to the oldest) took part-every day! After the
March Past all the other groups except the elders-group H--d1spersed. Group
H continued their 1/2 hour of gym-marching. Then followed the Concentration
followed by groundnut distribution. On this particular day, just about 7.15 p.m ,
all the groups stood ready for the March Past. The Mother was ready to come
out from Her room. In came Mridu-d1, puffing and panting. She was sorely
disturbed, full of mndgnation and frustration. She came and plumped down on
the door-step of the Mother's room. The door was effectively barricaded, the
Mother could not come out. We all stood ready outside and the Mother stood
ms1de and Mridu-di sat in between, immovable. Half an hour passed. Several
people, Pranab-da, Puraniji etc. tried to plead, cajole, convince Mrdu-d to
move. Nothmng domng. Finally the Mother came out of the other smaller door
(side room) and the March Past started off. Mndu-d had not budged Then
someone hit on the idea of calling in Nohm-da. Nohm-da came through the
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Guest House, looked at Mndu-di, said in a normal tone and volume, "Mridu,
chalo," turned round and started back towards the Guest House, without even a
backward glance!! Wonder of wonders, Mridu-di got up and followed Nolmni-da
out-just lke that-not a squeal of protest, regret, nothmng. Quite an mnex
phcable denouement. What had happened to her and how did it un-happen?
Maybe someone can grve the answers. Such mcidents were rare. Barring them,
Mridu-di was the usual Jolly fat person, butt end of some of our pranks and
remarks. She didn't always take them lymng down. She often took a swmng at us.
One of her favounte targets was Runu Ganguly. She would call him, "Hey,
Burmese" (such were the features he bore) He got pncked and would shout
back, "Kumdo" (pumpkin). (To call someone Mrdu-d1 was to condemn him/her
to 'Fatdom'.)But, if anyone went too far, she could always fall back on her shrill
call of "Nolini-babu" and scare away Amarendras and the like.

Around 1932 Mridu-d1 shifted to Prasad House. Earlier she had lived in a
house near where Laljibhai hves now It is from then or a little later that the new
house was called Prasad House. A new phase in her life was in the offing. Some
time around this penod Mndu-di took 1t into her head that no morsel of food
would pass into her mouth until she had the Darshan of the Mother. And, so it
happened, an event of great import to all of us. The Mother consented to appear
on the "Old" Balcony-so Mndu-di could see Her from her window. Hundreds
of others were the beneficiaries. It would almost seem the Gods awaut some
excuse to bless us only if we would keep still and maybe lower our heads and
raise our eyes. Maybe Mndu-di was the excuse The Mother used to appear on
the Balcony at 6 or 6.15 a m. (As time passed the timing vaned. The Mother
could not make 1t sometmmes even by 10 a.m.) Most Ashramites, and many other
devotees, assembled on the street below the Balcony for the Darshan. When the
Mother appeared a hush would settle and all eyes turned upwards to let the
'Sight' and the lack of sound smk in. But come THE DARSHAN DAYS (21st
Feb, 24th April, 15th Aug & 24th Nov) and Mridu-di would give us a special
"Audio-treat(ment)". Her gramophone would be ready, cranked up, and as
soon as the Mother appeared, 'Vande Mataram' (the song) would crash in on
everyone's ears. Thus early morning mus1cal dose did not go down well with
most. I don't know if anyone suggested to her to spare our ears from this
onslaught. If they had tried, the1r failure would have been a foregone conclusion.
Mrdu-dr's convictions were not so easily shaken. Even when the Balcony
Darshan was discontinued, Mndu-du would wart upstars for the Mother to put
the first morsel of food into her mouth, before starting her day.

There was once a move to extend Harpagon to include Prasad House. The
process was well on the way mn spite of Mrdu-dr's shrll protests. She could, even
would, have been bulldozed But she at last pulled out her trump-card. She
showed a note wntten by the Lord himself stating "Prasad House is Mridu's."
All were forced to backtrack - stymied, well and good. The house had a
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reprieve. Later, it met a drastic fate, demolished, turned into rubble, a victim of
utilitananism. Up came the present usurper. Happily for Mridu-d she demised
before 1t.

September-1962-Mndu-di was quite herself, active, talking and smiling.
But in mid-September, 1t was observed by some that she no more dd an ordinary
pranam at the Samadhi. She would almost lie down, press as much of her body as
possible on the Samadhi. Someone even remarked that something was happen
ing to her, w1thm her. On 20th evening she chatted with Lallubhai (her good old
neighbour) on the footpath, then went to bed as usual. On 21st mormng her
doors did not open. She did not wake up. She had left us peacefully, quietly,
without "protest'. That night of 20th, around 12 Sri Aurobmdo had come to the
Mother and said "I am taking Mridu." Thus on a cloud of glory was she taken to
her heavenly abode.

Can we now venture the "guess" as to who was Mridu-di? what was she? I
still wouldn't. I would rather rause my arms in surrender and my hat in a salute.
Rather than question and seek answers about Mridubhashini and her peers, let
the wonder of them sink mto our minds, and let us bask awhile in the mellow
afterglow of their brief sojourn here and their passing.

(To be continued)
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APPROACHES AND ACCESS POINTS
SRI AUROBINDO is the supreme fmality. For those who choose to practise the
Integral Yoga, Sri Aurobindo is the spintual space-the final frontier. As a
frontier He 1s the supreme flexibility. As the spiritual space He is the highest
reality devoid of all or any barriers. He is the extension with infinite extensions
that end not in any extinctions; each extenson Is a marvellous distinction.

No one has known Sn Aurobmdo and no one will ever know Him. He is
mfm1te and mdefmable. To our great fortune the One who was inaccessible has,
out of infimte love for us, emanated and extended Himself to us in matter. He
has become approachable and explorable Yes, He has given us the wonderful
opportunity to explore His unfathomable blissful mystery, His marvels of infmite
extents. This wonderful opportumty is the creation of the Integral Yoga.

The Integral Yoga is the spmtual space-ship gifted by Sn Aurobmdo to the
earth. This divine space-shup 1s on an endless miss1on of exploring Sri
Aurobmndo's infinity, seeking Has newer and newer worlds, seeking Hs marvels
after marvels that exist as galaxes and galaxies in his sp1ritual space.

The Integral Yoga is the space-ship that is fully energised by the mexhaus
tible love of the Mother for Sn Aurobmdo and for us. Her aspects are the
infallible equipment of this space-ship. Her unfathomable knowledge is its
computerised mtegral section.

Within the s1ght of thus exploring space-ship 1s the frontier of Supramental
worlds which at present appears to be the final mystic frontier, but when we land
on the Supramental worlds we will find that the frontier has moved away and has
appeared as the Satchutananda worlds. This flexible fronter 1s the ever shifting
illumined border-hne which will eternally indicate that marvels in the infmite
being of Sri Aurobindo are hmitless.

Our biggest advantage 1s that Sn Aurobindo and the Mother themselves are
the captamns of this space-ship. They are leadmg us through and through their
"Mystic folds of light", fully bathing us mn each "fold. They are Journeying us
mto the great depths of their spiritual space. In these endless voyages of Integral
Yoga, the spiritual space-ship, they are taking us to places and spaces where no
other Yogas have ever gone.

To make these spiritual voyages adventurous, we may be confronted with
critical areas to pass through. We may be encounter unidentified objects that
come as obstacles, we may face many unexpected gravitational pulls that may
brmg us in the scanning orbits of ahens.

In spite of all these seemmgly dangerous possibilities, 1f we go on repeating
Sri Aurobindo's and the Mother's names, no obstacle would stand mn our way,
there would be no world that we could not safely explore, no barrier could be
dangerous. Aliens will not be m a position to scan us because the light emanatmg
from this space-ship will be much too intense and powerful. In the movement of
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the space-ship Integral Yoga is the assurance of Sri Aurobindo because this
space-ship 1s all the Mother. Sri Aurobindo Himself 1s all that Integral Yoga is
and all that it will become by His Will which operates this space-ship.

k

Sri Aurobmndo is indefinable because He 1s the supreme substance with
IDfinite unknown properties Sri Aurobindo is indefIDable because He is the
Supreme Consciousness of infimte patterns that are mysterious. Sri Aurobindo is
indefIDable because He is the infimte love for the Supreme Mother-the love
that no creation at any point of time will ever be able to comprehend. Sri
Aurobindo is indefIDable because His very substance is eternally filled and
saturated by the Mother-the Mother who is the mystery that can only be
understood to the extent She permits us to understand.

We will never fully be able to know Sri Aurobindo but will always be able to
explore His majestic and astonishing wonders indefinitely. True, by ident
fication wnth Him we may know Hmm but that would not be equal to our
exploration of Him from the perspective of matter-that is, bemng in a body when
we move into Hus realms.

A part can never know the whole. We are His parts and we will always
remain so. However, the whole that is Sri Aurobindo can explore Himself anew
through His parts that we are.

*

We belong to Sri Aurobindo, to Him we return. Sri Aurobindo is our future
in terms of time in life. In explonng Sri Aurobindo's IDfinity, we are constantly
moving into the future. ReturnIDg to Him is a constant endless process-the
process which reveals newer and newer marvels to us in our journey back to Him
mn Him. In this process of returning is contained our march forward in a limitless
future. Since we belong to Sri Aurobindo, and since Sri Aurobindo is our future,
our constant movement into the future 1s actually our constant endless return to
tomorrow.

*

For and on earth, Sri Aurobindo's infinite Ananda is divinely programmed
to respond ID all areas of lovIDg surrender, total trust and constant gratitude, as
much as victory 1s programmed on earth by Sn Aurobindo's Will. Victory's
Inevitability sends certainties mn the form of opportunities to progress towards
thus inf1mute Ananda.

The Mother clearly is in every atom of earth because She specifically exists
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in earth. It is the Mother's clear and specific existence that makes earth majestic.
On earth's horizon the Mother is the age of beauty-the true power of

beauty in the process of revelation.
To concentrate on the Mother m the areas of loving surrender, a total trust

and a constant gratitude are the means to activate these areas that press the
button which releases the Ananda programmed by the supreme majesty of Sri
Aurobindo.

To concentrate on the Mother with love is to welcome the new age of beauty
destined to start on earth.

*

Sri Aurobmdo's absolute consciousness replaced the Mother's thoughts.
The Mother's love longed for Sri Aurobindo's love. In the process of this longing
the Mother's love became one with Sri Aurobmdo's and lost its identity m Him.
Sr Aurobindo absorbed Her love. Thus absorption caused the growth of an
immense gratitude from His heart and by the force of this gratitude He
surrendered to the Mother. Now Sn Aurobindo's love is perpetually proceeding
mto the Mother's love-the process that will never end m time because His love
is infinite and inexhaustible. The same are the potentialities of the Mother's
love. This march of love began from their grace-filled embodiments and is now
spreading in endless space. Thus love's process1on has changed the creative
processes. Creatve processes now cause new creations that bear the stamp of
this grace-filled love.

Sri Aurobindo faces us eye to eye m all states of bemg, in all modes of
activity, in all things, in all worlds. His eyes are spheres of light, bliss and love;
they constantly focus on us. Their action awaits our consent for their penetrating
action. In general course His eyes transmit messages of His divine mathematics
that makes creations in cosmos possible. A true scientist who can open to Him
can receive these messages.

The love from His eyes, like a rising tide, while invading the whole being of
true aspirants, not only penetrates into surrendered hearts but also overfloods all
things. Penetrating into surrendered mmds His love generates in them a
sovereign light of clanty that never wavers. His love generates force and
electrifies effective power in all life, effective power that never fails. Sri
Aurobindo's Will, His mastering energy, will get established by this love of His
which is always proceedmg into the Mother. The Mother's love which always
surrounds Sri Aurobindo's mn infinite intensity is constantly receiving HIs love
but grves an appearance as if His love Is receding Into Hers.

*
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In the clanty of Harmony, Sri Aurobindo's supreme Sun-Face shines with a
sovereign smile. In a calm, quiet, happy state, we become aware of His love that
helps; the love that His sweet smile radiates. The sunshine smile of Sri
Aurobindo is an assurance of His impenetrable protect10n. May we search for
His smile in our hearts, for He is seated there smiling.

JAGAT KAPADIA

BROKEN WINGS

REND, O break thus earth, this dross!
Howl, O world, of thus great loss!
A desert, an isle, forlorn, forgot
Fly, my Soul, for gone's thy God!

No more of this despair, these tears,
No more of clashes and of fears,
No more of this long wait in vain:
All here is ever garbed with pain.

How to fly up with broken wmgs
And sing with JOY of earthly things?
Break, my heart-your god is gone,
Fly, my Soul, to another Dawn!

S.M.

MRINALINI-DEVI
A TALK

by
NIRODBARAN
in book-form
Price: Rs. 8.00

Available from SABDA Pondicherry-605002



A PLUNGE INTO THE UNKNOWN
ENCOUNTERS WITH THE UNEXPECTED

(12)

IN the February issue of the Bulletin of Physical Education, 1955, we fmd some
interesting messages of the Mother. One of them is:

To those whose work is to govern or to lead.

When you want to please the people, you let things go as they are,
wautmng for Nature to impose the progress upon man. But thus 1s not the
truth of the creation. The true miss1on of man 1s to impose his progress on
Nature.

This message was wntten on 2.12.54--the day on which the annual physical
demonstration was to be held m the Ashram Playground. Obviously, this
message is two-pronged. On one s1de 1t can be applied to political leaders and the
government, on the other s1de 1t can be applied to all sorts of leaders including
the spiritual leaders.

Another message dated 5.1.55 1s:

Meditation

We sat together in silence for a few mmutes, enjoymg the company of
our soul, and we witnessed the gates of Etermty opening wide before us.

This message gave me a vision towards a brilliant future which was in the
offing; it gave me hope and courage in the midst of my troubles and struggles.

There is always a hope even m the midst of hopelessness. This point is very
strongly emphasised in the drama, The Great Secret, wntten by the Mother in
collaboration with Nolini, Pavitra, Andre and Pranab, which was staged on
1.12.54 in the Playground.

Towards the conclusion of the drama the Unknown Man says:

No, it is not too late, it is never too late.
Together let us will in a great asp1rat1on, let us call for an intervention

of the Grace. A miracle can always happen. Faith has a sovereign power.
And if we are to take part mn the great work about to be done, then an
intervention will come and prolong our life. Let us pray with the humuluty of
the wise and the simple faith of the child, let us call down with sincerity this
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new Consciousness, this new Force, this new Truth, this new Beauty which
must mamfest so that earth may be transformed, the life supramental
realised in the material world.

The Mother's evocative words filled my heart with a great strength and
carried me through this "difficult year'. There had been other messages
distributed on different occasions, all very 1lluminatmng and timely. The message
of 21.2.55 was from Sn Aurobindo's Savutr:

Forerunners of a divme multitude
Out of the paths of the morning star they came ...
Their tread one day shall change the suffering earth
And Justify the light on Nature's face.

Then on 29.3.55 some home-truths for a sadhak from Sri Aurobindo's
mighty pen:

Happiness comes from the soul's satisfaction, not from the vital's or
body's. The vital is never satisfied; the body soon ceases to be moved at all
by what it easily or always has. Only the psychic being brmgs the real joy
and felicity.

Again on 4.4.55 Sri Aurobmdo's message:

One has to be more persistent than the difficulty--there is no other
way.

Nothing can prevail against the soul's entire will to reach the Divine.

On 15.8.55 we had Sri Aurobmdo's powerful poem, beginning:

A strong son of lightning came down to the earth with fire-feet of
swiftness, splendid;

Light was born mn a womb and thunder's force filled a human
frame ....

With great sweep and majestic steps He conquered my heart. He was Sri
Aurobindo Himself!

On 24.10.55, Durga-Mahashtami day, the Mother distributed Sri Aurobindo's
poem-'Thought the Paraclete' as her message. I was more interested in these
poems because the Mother distributed them with her own hand, and I always
translated them (or rather tried to translate them) mto Bengali the day I received
them. The first few lines I translated easily, but then I could not proceed any
furthercould not make out anything of the rest of the poem. First I consulted
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my Pocket Oxford Dictionary that I had with me for the difficult words like
'Paraclete', 'Hippognff', etc. and then I rested in my easychar meditating. I was
almost in a trance or sleep or whatever people may like to call it, for more than
half an hour, when suddenly I woke up and in an outburst of inspiration, as in a
flash flood, I fmished the rest of the poem in a few mmutes.

On 26.10.55, the Vijayadashami day, the Mother distributed another poem
of Sri Aurobindo--'Rose of God'. This one too I translated on the same day. Of
course I kept correcting these translatons from time to time.

By 1967 I had translated more than one hundred poems of Sri Aurobindo.
Then ma letter to the Mother on 9.10.67 I prayed for the Mother's permission
and blessmgs for pubhshing these poems in book-form. The Mother answered:

My blessmgs are with you.

On 31.10.55, Mahalakshmu Puja day, the message was a prayer written by
the Mother and translated by Sn Aurobindo:

Mother Divine, thou art with us, each day thou givest me that
assurance, and closely umted in an identification that grows more and more
integral, more and more constant, we turn to the Lord of the universe and
to That which is beyond in a great aspiration towards the new Light.

All these messages pomt to the supramental manifestation that was to occur
the next year.

What the Mother distributed on 14.11.55 (Mahakal Puja) was not a
message but a 'mantra':

in Sri Aurobindo's own handwntmg. On receivmg this mantra from the Mother's
hand I was full of inspiration and wrote a Bengali poem on it the same day.

In the afternoon Dakshinapada (Pranab's father), who was staying in
Golconde at that time, and was very affectionate towards me, asked me: "What
is the meaning of this message? I told hum, "This 1s not a message, this Is a
mantra." Next day, in the afternoon he told me: "This morning I asked the
Mother if this was a mantra; she emphatically rephed-'Yes this is a mantra'."

On this, questions were also raised m Mother's Playground-class on 16
November, 1955 as follows:

Question: In the prayer you gave us this time for Kali Puja, you have
wrtten something in Sanskrt.

The Mother: It is Sri Aurobindo who has wntten a mantra.
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Question: Then why has he written like this?
The Mother: ... It 1s an evocation. You know what it means? Did you

find someone to explam it to you? No? Ah, that's, the first thing you should
have done, ask what the meanmg of these four words is.

The transcription underneath: there are only two of them. He had
begun transcnbing and then hts paper. .. it was a tiny httle scrap of paper,
and there wasn't any more space to write everything; so he stopped.

On the folder, along with this mantra, there was a packet of dried petals of
'Divine's Love' flowers, as well as a Chaldean legend wntten by the Mother. It is
a very interesting story of great significance. For those who have not read it let
me quote:

Long, long ago, in the dry land whuch 1s now Arabia, a divine being
incarnated upon earth to awaken in it the supreme love. As expected it was
persecuted by men, misunderstood, suspected, pursued. Mortally wounded
by its assailants, 1t wanted to die qmetly in solitude m order to be able to
accomplish its work, and being pursued, 1t ran away. Suddenly, in the vast
desert land there appeared a small pomegranate bush. The saviour crept in
under the low branches, to leave its body m peace; and immediately the
bush spread out miraculously, it grew higher, larger, became deep and
thick, so that when the pursuers passed by, they did not even suspect that
the One whom they were chasing was hidden there, and they went their
way.

While drop by drop the sacred blood fell, fertilising the soil, the bush
was covered with marvellous flowers, scarlet, large, crowded with petals ...
innumerable drops of blood.

These are the flowers which express and contain for us the Divme's
Love.

A question was asked in the class as to who was that man, to which the
Mother rephed:

Who told you that it was a man? I haven't said whether rt was a man or
woman ... It is a preh1stonc story, so you cannot find any information about
it ....

I surmise that the being was the Mother herself. As there is no wntten
document but the Mother knows it and gives out the vivid story as well as the
significance of the pomegranate flower, my conviction is redoubled. In her
'Radha's Prayer' and another piece wntten in Japan she asserts that she was
prepared to give her blood 'drop by drop' towards the service of the Lord. I
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believe that the story comes from the Mother's psychic memory. We have also
heard that both Sri Aurobindo and the Mother were born upon earth many a
time and had undergone tremendous ordeals.

Then in the Playground class somebody questioned:

Sweet Mother, has that Chaldean legend, which you have written, any
relation with Kal Puya?

To which the Mother answered:

Yes, my child, because on Kah Puja day I always distnbute the flowers
of "The D1vine's love"; for Kah is the most loving of all the aspects of
Mahashakti; hers is the most active and most powerful Love. And that 1s
why every year I distribute the petals of The Divine's Love" on Kali's
Day ....

On 24.11.55, the Darshan day which is also called the Victory Day or Siddhi
Day, when the Krishna-Consciousness and Force came down into Sn
Aurobindo's body, the Mother distnbuted one of Sri Aurobindo's poems on
'Discoveries of Science':

How shall ascending nature near her goal?
Not through man's stumbling tardy intellect
Patient all forms and powers to dissect

But by the surer vs1on of his soul.. ..

The Mother's choice of this poem indicated that the time had come when
man must surpass his intellect.

This completed all the messages d1stnbuted m 1955.
My struggle was continuing. Once I was so depressed that mn the evemng I

did not go to the Playground for Distnbution. I was loitering on the seaside
footpath when all of a sudden I remembered a song of Tagore's or rather the
song was projected to my intellect by my psychic being. This was a very favounte
song of mine from Tagore's Bengali Gitanjali:

ft a€ a[it
ff j

af@so 'a 1ft a1a
g-pthf
57f@6 a7fa

&ta61...
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The devotee addresses the Lord thus:
"I crave and crave with restless desires. Thou depnvest me and thus

deprivmg savest me. This, Thy stern Grace, has been m store for me throughout
my life." And towards the end the key-words-"It is because Thou wantest me
that Thou refusest me." As soon as I remembered the song the blackout from my
outer mind was lifted and there was all light! I ran to the Playground. The
Distnbution was not yet over. And the Mother smiled that evening with some
extra sweetness! In a flash the Mother could know the state of consciousness of a
person the moment he stood before her.

The Mother, in her talks, has said somewhere something like this-I quote
from memory--If the Divine Chooses to manfest Himself even in the heart of
the weakest, who can prevent Him from doing so?

When I read this I felt consoled and reassured. I thought-then I have some
hope. My body 1s not ready to manifest the Lord thus time, 1f my heart can it wll
be something-0 Lord, manifest Thyself m my heart, purify it from all its dross,
replace my human wall with Thy Divine Will.

From that year the character of my Bengah poems changed. So far they
were lyrics and songs. But from that year my reasoning mmd took part in the
sadhana. My poems became rational rather than emotional. All this happened
spontaneously.

Towards the end of 1955, when I faced a severe inner ordeal, I addressed a
poem to Janaki (Sita) who faced an ordeal of fire and came out unscathed in all
glory, purity and faithfulness to the ideal.

I addressed another poem to the supramental hght and force and in all
smcenty called it to come down upon earth. I beheved with all my heart that this
alone could grve a solution to my personal problems as well as the problems of
the earth. Durmg the evening meditation at the Playground, when the Mother
was there, I called to the Supramental day after day and felt myself surcharged
with a force from top to bottom.

In the midst of my mnner battles thus was happening. Sri Aurobmndo in The
Synthesis of Yoga speaks of 'titanic mner battles'. This sort of inner battles are
not necessanly fought by big body-builders, wrestlers, boxers and musclemen.
Otherwise why did Sri Aurobindo choose for his Yoga a physically weak person
like me? In the same book he asserts"He who chooses the Infimte has been
chosen by the Infimte." While reading The Synthesis of Yoga in her Playground
class the Mother explained:

"It is a magnificent sentence! And it is absolutely true ... it 1s God who
has chosen you, the Divme who has chosen you. And that is why you run
after Him .... And once you are chosen, you are sure of the thing.
Therefore, doubts, hesitations, depressions, uncertainties, all this is quite
simply a waste of time and energy; ... From the moment one has felt just
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once within himself: "Ah thus is the truth for me", it is finished... 1t is
settled. Even if you spend years cutting your way through the virgin forest,
it's of no importance..."

The Mother's talks m the classes had been my main Guide through the
virgin forest; apart from some of Sri Aurobndo's booksmanly poetry. And
when the Mother distributed Sn Aurobindo's poems as messages my heart leapt
up and I felt encouraged to translate them.

In the face of danger and disaster when our outer being shrinks and
shudders, how does our psychic being feel? The answer lies in a poem of mine
written directly in Enghsh during this penod. It summarizes also my inner
experiences of 1955. This 'prose-poem' is entitled Fear and Fun:

The dark clouds threatened of dire consequences,
The thunder-demon bawled and tore asunder the welkin,
The surging waves lashed their dragon-tails in furious rage,
The tempest swept off all that came m its way

with the vicious vengeance of an envious witch,
All creatures took shelter in their tottering homes

crouching and shuddering,
Is 1t the end of the world?-wondered the bewildered hearts.
But,

for the fishes of the deep,
it was all play and fun!

Amal Kiran's comment on this poem: "Clever'.
On 15th August that year (1955) a Japanese exhibition was held at

Golconde showing articles belonging to the Mother herself. As it was held in the
other wing of the same floor where I stayed, I saw it any number of times and
was much benefited. I felt the very atmosphere of Japan, a country which I had
never seen.

The Mother herself opened the exhibition. When she came to Golconde all
the residents went to see her, but I did not; I remained inside my room. I did not
like the idea of always crowding around her. All the same I felt very strongly her
vibration from inside my room.

That year, Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru paid a vsit to the Ashram for
the first time on 16 January. Afterwards, many other dignitaries including Indira
Gandhu followed suit.

I had seen and heard Nehru quite a number of times at Shantiniketan. When
he first came accompanied by Kamala Nehru and Indira, Tagore himself
accorded them a public reception inside the 'Uttarayan' complex. At the end
'Jana-Gana-Mana' was sung. Tagore told him that he had composed this song as
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a national song of India. Nehru nodded Afterwards, he came many times. He
got Indira admitted there when I too was a school student. We were almost of
the same age but we had different courses to follow and were not classmates.
After about two years she left Shantimketan and went abroad

Wherever Nehru went he spoke; only here m our Ashram we saw a silent
Nehru. This was an experience to me. In the Playground, on entrance he was
greeted with the national anthem 'Vande Mataram' by the Ashram Band. The
programme concluded with 'Jana-Gana-Mana'. My memones travelled spannng
two decades. So many unexpected thmgs happen m our hfe-time!

(To be contnued)

ABANI SINHA

THE QUEST

WHEN I look ins1de my heart
To see what's gomg on,
When I look inside my mmd
To know what I dwell upon,
When I search withm myself
There's nothing I can find,
But when I search in my soul
There's an ache of a certam kmd:
An ache that fills my heart,
An ache that fills my soul,
An ache that fills my bemg,
And makes my mind condole.
Thus ache 1s like a hunger,
This ache is like a pain,
This ache is something I can't place
But from which I can't refram.

It grows within me every day
With every passing mght,
It comes and goes, and goes and comes
But against 1t I can't fight.
At times I want someone to help,
Someone to understand,
Someone to guude, someone to care
And hold me by the hand.
This someone seems to touch my hfe
In a strange but subtle way,
Just hke the ache, this someone comes
And goes and comes each day.
But thus someone overpowers my ache
And gives me peace of mind.
Thus someone is God, and God alone
Who seems so hard to find.

MONAMIE GHATAK (17 years)



SRI AUROBINDO
A TALK AT THE OPEN CENTER IN NEW YORK

IT is always a great pleasure to be here at the Open Center. Thank you for
mviting me once again to speak on the subject most dear to me: Sri Aurobindo.
But you know, the subject is too vast and I feel hke a gram of sand trying to hold
lnfimty. To adapt the Kathopamshadic sloka, mmd and speech return baffled
and silent from any attempt to capture the magnitude and depth of his many
sided personality and work. Bes1des, hus hfe was 'not lived on the surface for
men to see".

In the words of the Mother, the spiritual collaborator mn his work, "What Sn
Aurobindo represents in the world's history is not a teaching, not even a
revelation; it 1s a decisrve action direct from the Supreme."

As we bnefly review his life and work, we shall see how true this is from the
very day of his brth. He was born at 5.00 a.m., that is about 24 minutes before
the sunrise, known as Brahmamuhurta mn India-the most auspicious hour,
before the gods awake to herald the Dawn, the Dawn of New Creation.

The name chosen for hm, Aurobindo, 1s equally significant. It means the
red lotus, the sacred national flower of India It symbolises the Avatar, the
descent of the Supreme m a human body.

Providence had chosen him for the most powerful synthesis between the
cultures of the East and the West. Dr. Krishnadhan, Sn Aurobmdo's father, was
a civil surgeon with a degree from England He desired hus children to have a
western education, too. As a young child, Sri Aurobmndo was looked after by an
English governess and hardly knew his own mother tongue.

At the tender age of five, he was sent away to the Loreto Convent School 1n
Darjeeling, and then at seven he was taken along with his two brothers to
England for academic studies. He was to learn to be detached and self-reliant.

He received a good grounding in Greek and Latin for which he earned many
prizes. He also learned many European languages, and achieved mastery of their
literature and history. A bnlliant student, he secured a scholarship at King's
College, Cambridge, and passed the first part of the Classical Tripos with
distinction. At the same time, he was registered as a candidate for the Indian
Civil Service according to the wishes of hus father, and had won a stipend for it,
too. All this he was able to achieve m spite of the most trying financial conditions
during which he did not have enough money for even food and winter clothmg.
This proves not only his courage, perseverance, industry and character, but his
mastery over himself and a state of equality in all ctrcumstances-a good
foundation for Yoga.

During thus time, Sr Aurobmndo's father used to send hs sons some
clippings from Indian newspapers, descnbmg atrocities, mhuman treatment and
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explortat1on by the Britsh government. On reading these reports, Sri Aurobindo
had a feeling that he would play a role in the resurgence of India.

Obviously, he felt no calling for the Indian Civil Service under the Bntish.
So, though he passed all the other tests, he did not appear for the final ridmng test
and tlius was disquahfied for the Service. Now, he looked forward to his return
to Ind1a.

After getting an appointment m the service of the Maharaja of Baroda, he
sailed for India in 1893. He was twenty-one. Mother India received her son
warmly by granting him the boon of a major spiritual experience: an absolute
calm descended upon him as soon as he touched her shore, and it remained with
him for ever afterwards.

Besides his work with the Maharaja, who consulted him on vanous matters,
he was a lecturer in French at Baroda College, of which later he became the
Pnncipal. During this time he mastered many Indian languages, mcluding
Sanskrit, so as to gain first-hand knowledge of Indian culture and its spm
tual basis. He translated some plays from Sanskrit and wrote several plays in
English.

He was mamed to a most beautiful wife, who was completely devoted to
hum. But he had no time for hs personal life.

Sn Aurobindo's intense love for India, whom he worshipped as an aspect of
the Divine Mother, called him to her service. He left a comfortable, well-pa1d
job and accepted a life of austenty and constant nsk to work for the freedom of
India. As he said in one of his poems, Invitation: "Stark must he be and a
kinsman to danger/ Who shares my kingdom and walks at my side."

He edited two national journals and addressed meetings, giving an entrely
new d1rective to the political movement, demanding independence without any
compromise, as a b1rthright, instead of begging for it. The force and conviction
of his fiery articles and speeches implanted in the minds of his countrymen an
indomitable will for absolute freedom This shook even the British empire and
he was marked out as a most dangerous man.

The British Government imphcated him in the famous Alipore Bomb
Case-famous because of Sri Aurobmndoand arrested him. He was in jail
under tnal for one year. One is shocked to read about the inhuman conditions of
the prison hfe, but Sn Aurobmndo was concentrated on his sp1ritual search and
had time to read the Gita. He had another major spiritual expenence of the
presence of Vasudeva-the Lord of the Umverse-in everything, in ever) one,
everywhere, guiding and directing all. He received the guidance to leave the
political field since he was chosen for another work for India and the world. He
was acquitted because the government could.not fmd any evidence to prove his
involvement.

Sn Aurobmdo was an agnostic till he met a sannyasin, who cured his brother
Bann of a severe fever by giving him a glass of water charged with the power of a
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mantra. This convmced him of the power of spmtuality which he wanted to use
for freemng Inda. He then met a yogi called Lele, who taught hum how to silence
his mmd, which he achieved in three days only, and began to receive the inner
gmdance. From then on, he was on his own.

All the major spintual expenences came to him unsought. He had no guru
or master other than the Divine w1thm. He was an acknowledged national leader
and contmued to edit the Journals and address mass meetings until he received a
clear mner command to leave Bntlsh India and go to Chandernagore and then to
Pondicherry, both under French rule. He had no ambition nor any personal need
for himself. He hved for God alone.

He arnved in Pondicherry on the 4th Apnl, 1910. It 1s interesting to note
that accordmg to the archaeological research done by a French professor,
Pond1cherry was well-known in antlqmty as Vedapun, a seat of Vedic learning
under the sage Agastya. ·No wonder 1t was from this very place that Sri
Aurobmdo gave us The Secret of the Veda, a book expounding the truth which
had been lost.

Life in Pond1cherry was not easy A few disciples had followed him, and
fmnancally they were in dire need. Bes1des, they were constantly pursued by the
Bntlsh police though they had left the political field and had come there for a
spmtual purpose.

He never wanted the Yoga or its power for himself. He had the experience
of N1rvana, but he did not consider it to be the highest achievement, because for
him hfe had a purpose and 1t was to manifest the Divine. He must explore
therefore all the planes of consc10usness. For, he could not be satisfied with
anything short of the D1vme Mamfestation. As he said, "Man 1s God hidmg
himself from Nature," and "Earth 1s the cradle for the arriving God." This is a
constant refram of the magnificent song of his hfe. Here 1s an example from one
of his many plays, Perseus the Delverer:

Cassiopea.
How can the immortal gods and Nature change?

Perseus:
All alters m a world that 1s the same.
Man most must change who 1s a soul of Time;
His gods too change and live in larger hght.

Cepheus:
Then man too may arise to greater heights,
His bemg draw nearer to the gods?

Perseus:
Perhaps.

But the blmd nether forces still have power
And the ascent is slow and long Is Time.
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Yet shall Truth grow and harmony mcrease:
The day shall come when men feel close and one.

This was the difficulty: the nether forces of Inconscent Matter, the nescrent
substance of the physical body m which the Drvmne Inhabitant dwelt.

He considered his own yoga as an mdispensable means for the realisation of
God in man. For, he knew the problems of human life on earth, a life of
ignorance with its roots still in Inconscrent Matter, a life besieged by turbulent
vital desires, passions and ambitions, and a mmd, however rational, enhghtened
and spiritualised, still imperfect and limited in its power to offer any lasting
solution. He had come to lift man out of his struggle with ignorance, falsehood,
pam and suffering, not by an escape mto some otherworldly heaven or an entry
mto Nuvana. He had come to hew a perfect path to help man to transcend
himself and his egocentric consc10usness so that he may become what he secretly
is: God. But he knew this can only be done by the effective and transformmg
power of the Supramental Truth-Consc10usness.

He said m one of his letters: "I am seekmg to bnng some principle of mner
Truth, Light, Harmony, Peace and Bhss mnto the earth-consciousness. I see it
ever gleaming down on my consciousness. I believe the descent of this Truth,
opening the way to a development of the D1vine Consciousness here, to be the
final sense of the earth evolution."

We, in India, believe that for each new momentous step of the evolution of
Consciousness, the Divine descends in a human body upon earth to open a way
for humanity to ascend to a higher plane of consciousness. Our mythology
speaks of a senes of Avatars, helping the evolution of Nature from Matter to
Man and the possibility of a further evolution when the Truth shall be
estabhshed m its mtegrality on earth.

The definition of the Avatar as given by Sri Aurobmdo fits him perfectly,
though he never claimed himself to be an Avatar. He says: "The Avatar is
always a dual phenomenon of drvmnuty and humanity; the Divine takes upon
himself the human nature with all its outer limitations and makes them the
cucumstances, the means and instruments of the Divine Consciousness and
DIvmne Power-a vessel of the DIvmne Birth and the D1vine Works."

For us, Sri Aurobmdo is an emanation of the Supreme who came upon earth
to assure us of the mevitable descent of the Supramental Consciousness to create
a new race, a gnostic race, and a new world of Truth-Consciousness, a supra
mental world where ignorance, falsehood, error and suffermg have no place.

On the other side of the globe, another being had been prepared to share m
hus work. She came from France with her husband Paul R1chard, who had met
Sri Aurobindo earlier and declared hum the greatest among the great drvmne men
of Asia. She, Mirra, whom we came to know and adore as the Mother, carried in
her mmost depths the ideal of progressive universal harmony She hoped to
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realise the kingdom of God on earth by awakening mn all the mner dvmnuty whuch
is One, and workmg for its manifestation.

On meetmg Sn Aurobmdo on 29th March, 1914, she recognised him at once
as the being who had guuded her mn her dreams and vus1ons. She felt m his
presence a great peace envelopmg and descendmg to penetrate her very soul.
The next day, she wrote in her diary: "It matters little that there are thousands of
beings plunged m the densest ignorance, He whom we saw yesterday is on earth;
His presence is enough to prove that a day will come when darkness shall be
transformed mto light, and Thy reign shall be mdeed established upon earth."

Sn Aurobmdo said about her later: "It was the first time I knew that perfect
surrender to the last physical cell was humanly possible." This surrender to the
Drvmne is one of the most essential conditions of the Integral Yoga.

It was a silent but momentous meetmg between the Mother and Sri
Aurobmdo, while Paul Richard and he conversed on serious subjects. What took
place on the mner piane between the Mother and Sn Aurobmdo was sigm
fcantly revealed by the Mother later (m the third person): "In silence, they
exchanged the depths of the1r souls and thoughts; in silence, they spoke of the
greatness of the work to be done and the splendour of the victory to come of
which the dazzling radiance about hum seemed a glorous pledge."

The practical outcome of the1r meeting m its early stage was, for our
pnceless benefit, the launching of the phlosoph1cal journal Arya, the first issue
of which came out on the 15th August, a birthday of Sn Aurobmdo. And though
the Mother and Paul Richard left after six months for France due to the First
World War, fortunately for us Sn Aurobindo contmued writing, every month,
about sixty pages of Arya, on diverse subjects without mterrupt10n for six years.
Thus all his major works, except the epic Savtr, were published serially. It is
interesting to note that Sri Aurobmdo wrote six or seven books on different
subjects simultaneously and he worked on them all in the last week of every
month before publicat10n.

This is to say that he did not live hke an ordinary man. He was indifferent to
food and sleep and comfort and equal mall circumstances. He did not think like
an ordinary man. He had achieved a complete silence of the mind and stillness of
the being for the highest lght to pass through without any distortion. He saw
with the inner eye of Truth penetratmg everythmg. Not only the truth of thmgs,
events and people was revealed to him, but the truth of the occult worlds and
the1r actions too. Speech and action emanated from him with the clarity of the
vision of the whole. He said once that he could write the entire Arya every
month for 70 years and yet the knowledge that came to him from above would
hardly be exhausted.

He clearly states hs goal mn The Lafe Dvne: "To know, possess and be the
divme being m an animal and egmstic consc10usness, to convert our twilit or
obscure physical mentality mto the plenary supramental illummation, to build
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peace and self-existent bhss where there rs only a stress of transitory satisfactions
besieged by phys1cal pain and emotional suffering, to establish an 1finite
freedom in a world which presents itself as a group of mechanical necessities, to
discover and realise the immortal life m a body subjected to death and constant
mutation,-th1s 1s offered to us as the manifestation of God m Matter and the
goal of Nature mn her terrestral evolution.''

The Mother finally returned to Pond1cherry on 24th Aprl, 1920. Inda, she
said, was her true country, the country of her soul, and her work was to give a
concrete form to Sn Aurobmdo's vision of the d1vme mamfestation upon earth.

In one of his letters, in April 1920, he wrote: "The inner Guide, the
Umversal Teacher showed me my path entirely.... Without reaching the
Supramental, 1t 1s impossible to know the ultimate secret of the world .... But its
attainment is not easy. After fifteen years I am Just now rismg to the lowest of
the three layers of the Supermmd and trying to draw up all my movements into
it."

Sn Aurobmdo was mtensely occupied with his spiritual work and often
spoke of the poss1blity of the descent of the higher consciousness and 1ts process.
People around him felt the power of his consc10usness m curing numerous
diseases and solving the problems of those who sought his help and in influencing
world events. He spent considerable time reading letters of disciples and helpmg
them, often workmg till the early hours of the mornmg. He had an excellent
sense of humour, packed with wisdom. One has only to read hus correspondence
with NIrodbaran, some of hs poems and particularly his Thoughts and Apho
rsms, for example:

1. The mediaeval ascetics hated women and thought that they were
created by God for the temptation of monks. One may be allowed to think
more nobly both of God and woman.

2. Im1tat1on is sometimes a good tramnmng-ship; but it will never fly the
flag of the admural.

3. A God who cannot smile could not have created this humorous
universe.

All this m spite of his engagement mn breaking the tremendous resistance of
Inconscient Matter-a formidable task of opening up not only the most recalci
trant physical consciousness but the very cells of his body to the light of the
Truth-Consciousness.

24th November 1926 marked the day of victory when the force of Krishna's
Overmmd Consciousness descended mto the physical. Krishna is the god of
Bliss, supportmg the evolut10n of Nature and leadmg it to the absolute self
existent Bliss. The descent of this force was essential for prepanng the descent of
the Supramental Consciousness. Many felt a flood of light rushing down from
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above The atmosphere was charged with electric energy. In silence the disciples
received the blessmgs of the Mother and Sn Aurobmdo.

Now, the descent of this Overmind Consciousness brought with it most
spectacular events. One day, the Mother received what is known as the Word of
Creation, with 1ts inherent power of real1sat1on. A brllant creation was worked
out m extraordmary details with marvellous expenences and contacts with the
d1vme bemgs. When she spoke about 1t to Sn Aurobmdo, he was silent for a
while Then, he sand. "Yes, thus 1s Overmind creation. It 1s very interesting and
very well done You will perform miracles which will make you famous
throughout the world." Then, he smiled and sad: "It will be a great success. But
1t 1s an Overmmd creation. It is not success that we want. We want trans
formation. We want to estabhsh the Supermind on earth. One must know how to
renounce the immediate success m order to create the New World, the Supra
mental World, in its integrahty."

The Mother went back to her room, concentrated intensely and in a few
hours she completely dissolved the creation that was on the verge of manfesting.

This 1s Sn Aurobmdo, a pure, immaculate, transparent, one-pomted instru
ment of the Dvmne. He never compromised To know what the Overmind
Consciousness 1s one has to read The Lafe Dvne, where he gives a detailed
descnpt1on of the intervening planes of Consc10usness between Mmd and Super
mmnd.

For a dvmne hfe on earth, an mtegral transformat10n of all the parts of our
being, mcludmng the nescrent substance of our phys1cal being, which 1s moulded
out of Inconscent Matter, 1s a prerequisite so that the impurities and obscurities
of the lower nature do not mvade or swallow up the hght of the Truth
Consciousness when it descends from above.

Sn Aurobindo asserts that even the highest plane of the Overmmd cannot
wholly transform the Inconscent. Sr Aurobmdo therefore needed to bring the
hght and force of the Supramental Truth-Consciousness into the very cells of his
phys1cal body and mnto the earth-consciousness. He withdrew from all external
contacts in order to fully concentrate on this work and gave the complete charge
of the Ashram to the Mother

He was absolutely certam that the evolution of Nature which marched from
Matter to Life and then to the rudimentary mnd mn the ammal, reaching to the
present degree of mental consciousness, could not cease at so imperfect a
creation as Man. It must contmue its ascendmg series of evolution till the
supreme Truth-Consciousness with 1ts omniscient knowledge, unernng will,
Invincible power and mnvarable self-existent Bliss 1s manifest. And this, he knew,
could only be done by the descent of the effective and transforming power of the
Supramental Consc10usness. He saw it as a thing decreed and mevitable in the
course of the terrestrial evolution of Nature

It was mdeed a veritable'labour of God, but he had received a command:
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I have been diggmg deep and long
Mid a horror of filth and mire

A bed for the golden river's song,
A home for the deathless fire ....
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A voice cried, "Go where none have gone!
Dig deeper, deeper yet

Till thou reach the grim foundation stone
And knock at the keyless gate."

It was a severe and pamful work to penetrate the hard rock of the
Inconscrent where none had gone. But he was aiming at the irresistible victory of
God by bmldmg a rainbow bndge between the Earth's gulfs and Heaven's
heights.

The Ashram grew spontaneously around the Mother with a different aim
than ordinarily conceived, its aim bemg a total transformation of the being and
nature. The pressure of her presence for orgamsation, order, cleanliness,
beauty, harmony and perfection by bemg conscious of one's feelings, thoughts
and actions was very strong, because nothing escaped her attention. But her
understanding of human nature was deep, and she was kind, compassionate and
patient, her love so boundless that the whole world could take refuge in her.

In 1938, Sn Aurobindo saw the asuric power at work behind Hitler and
foresaw the consequent crisis for human civilisation. War was not desirable at
that time. He was engaged m pushmg back the downward rush of the hostile
forces, to delay the war. He saved the world but had to pay the price and bear
the blow himself. He tripped and fell, fracturing hus right thigh-bone. He
remained lymg quietly without a cry for help or even a word. The Mother must
have recerved the vibration mn her sleep and came to hs room. She called for the
doctor and the injured leg was put in a cast. Sri Aurobindo was shifted to his bed
and a team of attendants was fixed by the Mother. It was the opportumty for the
attendants to draw him mto conversation to have his insight on current topics of
interest

Durmg the Second World War, he followed the news closely. He had a
unique political insight and favoured Inda's participation with the Allies. People
did not understand how Sri Aurobindo, who had fought against the British rule,
could now support the Allies. Sri Aurobmdo explamed his position by declaring:
"It 1s a struggle for an ideal that has to establish itself in the life of humanity
against the darkness and falsehood that are trymg to overwhelm the earth. It is
the forces at work behmd the battle that have to be seen. I support the British for
India's own mterest and for humanity."

When Hitler was rushmg like a mad bull all over Europe, people did not
thmk that the world had any chance. Sn Aurobindo simply said: "Hitler is not
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immortal." He had put all his spintual force behmd the Allies and had no doubt
about the issue of the war.

In his poem on Hitler, Sn Aurobindo wrote:

Thus dnven he must stnde on conquenng all,
Threatemng and clamounng, brutal, mvmc1ble,
Until he meets upon his storm-swept road
A greater devil--or thunderstroke of God.

England and France were not yet ready. The Sp1tf1re was not yet buult on a
large scale; America was pursumg a pohcy of non-mvolvement; Russia was ready
to jomn with Germany.

Sn Aurobindo said: "The next conflict will be between Germany and
Russia." This did happen m spite of the expectations to the contrary. Then non
involved Amer1ca too decided to jomn the Alles mn defence of crvilsat1on and ts
highest attamed values.

Sn Aurobindo had not yet grven attention to Japan. But when Calcutta was
bombed and the Japanese were gleefully advancmg mto Assam, Sri Aurobindo
intervened. The Japanese warships exploded and sank. They had to take a sound
beatmg from an unexpected heavy downpour mundatmg the dense jungles of
Assam. The Jubilantly marchmg Japanese army was bogged down by the flood
and mud, compelled to retreat.

For us, it was Sri Aurobmndo's war, turning the wheel of destmy for the
future of humanity.

During the war, many of the d1sc1ples of Sn Aurobmdo brought their
families to the Ashram, cons1dermg 1t to be a safe shelter. But the children could
not be expected to do the Yoga. Some arrangement had to be made for their
education. This was the begmnmg of what came to be known later as the Sri
Aurobido International Centre of Education.

During the war, Sri Aurobmndo's revised edton of The Lafe Dvne was
published, after which his work on Savtr began. He took great pams to rause
Savitri to his ideal of perfect perfection, revismg 1t agam and again in the light of
his spiritual experiences and the inspraton he received from above. The work
suffered at times because of the heavy correspondence with the disciples. The
Book of Death and the Epilogue were not revised. Savlln is an expression of
something seen, felt or expenenced by Sn Aurobmdo. It is mystic poetry but not
abstract. A new kind of poetry demands a new mentality in the reader.

It 1s magnificent poetry, elevating us to a realm of sheer beauty and delight.
The story of Savtr is taken from a legend m the Mahabharata. But Sri
Aurobindo has turned this legend mto a powerful symbol of his own spmtual
experiences, thus grvang 1t the most profound significance. It cons1sts of twelve
Books and spans over 23,000 lines.
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Savitn, the heroine of the epic, 1s an emanation of the Divme Mother who
has come upon earth in answer to the call of humanity to save it from Ignorance,
Falsehood and Death and lead it towards the light of Truth and immortal Bliss.

The epic is a spiritual adventure in which Sri Aurobindo guides us through
the different characters in our upward Journey, revealmg mysteries after
mysteries of the dufferent worlds and their planes of Consciousness from
Inconscrent Matter to Superconscient heights. He gives us a comprehensive
understanding of the forces active m the mdiv1dual, umversal and transcendent
levels of existence. He lays bare the Divine Plan in all 1ts details and the Purpose
of Existence, with an mncsive insight into the psychology of Man and the
Interaction of subtle forces. At the same time, he grves us guudelines to meet the
challenge of these forces active in the world.

Savtr is such a perfect guide on the sunlit path of the Integral Yoga that we
feel no fear of faltermg, nor hesitation. We are able to walk securely, with
certamty and featherhke feet, our heart singmg a song of life, our mind fully
awakened to the beauty and splendour of existence and our whole bemg dancing
1ts way mn ecstasy towards the goal of the dvmne manfestat1on.

World upon world is revealed by the poet. In the language of the Rig Veda,
"As a seer workmg out the occult truths and their d1scovenes of knowledge, he
brought mto being the seven craftsmen of heaven and in the hght of the Day,
they spoke and wrought the thmgs of their Wisdom."

The last wntmgs of Sn Aurobindo appeared under the title The Supramental
Manifestation upon Earth, where he spoke of a race of bemgs possessing a Mmd
of Light, capable of living mn the Truth.

As in life, so m death, every action of the gnostic being is self-determined.
Readmg the account of the passing of Sn Aurobindo, we come to know that a
gnm battle was fought in the physical sphere for a set purpose. The purpose was
to bring the Supramental Light down to the physical body in order to transform
and drvinise Matter. This had to be done to build a bridge between the abyss and
the heights for the Supramental Manifestation.

K. D. Sethna, one of the close disciples of Sri Aurobindo, also known as
Amal Kiran, the name given by Sri Aurobmdo, and meaning "A Clear Ray",
reports about Sn Aurobindo: "In the course of this plunge, as layer after layer of
the occult Inconsc1ent is torn open and the Supramental light sought to be called
down into 1t, various dreadful possibilities nse up, and great inner wounds as
well as severe bodily tensions have to be endured. Immense are his trials in spite
of the sublimest hght within his body."

According to the medical reports, Sn Aurobmdo was 1n a state of deep
uraemic coma, a state which does not admit any return to consciousness. But Sri
Aurobmdo opened his eyes at frequent mtervals and asked for a dnnk of water
or enquured what the time was. It was a conscious yogc self-withdrawal.

Death was not a mystery to him. He had plumbed the abyss and scaled the
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heights. He was the author of hrs own cosmic drama. He could have cured
humself by his own spiritual force, but he refused to. When a disciple asked him
why he was not using it, he simply said: "Can't explam; you won't understand."

On 4th December, h expressed a wash to srt up. He sat mn hs chair
normally. After an hour he came back to his bed and the symptoms returned. He
had said once: "the Divinity acts according to the consciousness above and the
Lila, that is, the play below accordmg to the need of the Lila." This may explam
why he did not use his spiritual force to cure himself.

In another letter he had said: "Why should the Divme be tied dov. 11 to
succeed in all his operations? What if failure suits him better and serves better
the ultimate purpose?" This may offer another clue as to why he left his body.

He was conscious till the last moment. Half an hour before leaving his body
he drank some water and bestowed on all around the last glance of recognition
and compassion and left his body at 1.25 am. on 5th December 1950.

Sn Aurobindo's body was suffused with the golden light of the Supramental
Consciousness. The Mother announced: "Sri Aurobindo's body is charged with
such a concentration of Supramental Light that there is no sign of decomposi
tion." It was on 9th December that his body was put in a silver-lined rosewood
casket and interred at 5.00 p.m. in the centre of the Ashram main building.

He had clearly said that he needed nothing for himself. He had come to hew
the path for the Supramental realisation and to pay God's debt to earth and men.
Only the Divine can bear the burden he had to bear and all who come to help
humanity have to bear. He fought with the dark powers of the Inconscient and
had no hesitation m givmg up his body as a supreme sacrifice to win the Divine's
victory. And this victory was achieved on a umversal scale on the 29th February,
1956, when the Supramental Light and Force and Consciousness rushed down
upon earth in an uninterrupted flow.

People who are inwardly ready, who are in contact with hgher forces and
are open to them, can see and feel the action of this Consciousness in the earth
atmosphere and world events. Everywhere we mark the pressure of this Force
towards change and reconstitution. All our fixed laws of living, whether social,
political, ethical, religious, or any other, seem to be collapsing, because life is
too complex to be governed by any fixed law. One is compelled to discover the
inner laws of Truth and to learn to hve with a vision of a complex unity where
diversities complement rather than conflict.

There are people everywhere who have accepted to face her01cally the
furnace of inner punfication and transformation of the bemg. In 1968, the
Mother invited all men of goodwill and smcerity to build the international
township of Aurovlle for the realisation of a progressive universal harmony.

The Mother and Sri Aurobindo were equal mn consciousness and comple
mentary to each other. She too, was for us an emanation of the Divme Mother in
her aspects of Wisdom, Power, Love, Beauty and Harmony, leading us all to the
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perfection of the Divine Manifestation on earth.
She had assured the disciples that Sri Aurobindo had not left the earth

atmosphere. He is still there m the subtle physical, conscious and alive, ready to
help. So is the Mother, who left her body twenty-three years later, in 1973.

Perhaps, we could sum up the message of their life and work through these
lines of Savtr:

There are greater destimes mmd cannot surmise,
Fixed on the summit of the evolving Path
The Traveller now treads mn the Ignorance,
Unaware of his next step, not knowmg his goal.
Mind is not all his tireless climb can reach,
There is a fire on the apex of the worlds,
There is a house of the Eternal's Light.
There is an mfimte truth, an absolute power.

A Light there is that leads, a Power that aids...

Out of the Immortal's substance you are made;
Your actions can be swift reveahng steps,
Your life a changeful mould for growing gods.
A Seer, a strong Creator, is within,
The immaculate Grandeur broods upon your days,
Almighty powers are shut mn Nature's cells.
A greater destiny waits you in your front:
This transient earthly being if he wills
Can fit his acts to a transcendent scheme.
He who now stares at the world with ignorant eyes
Hardly from the Inconscient's night aroused,
That look at images and not at Truth
Can fill those orbs with an mmmortal's sight.

Authors of earth's high change, to you it 1s grven
To cross the dangerous spaces of the soul
And touch the mighty Mother stark awake
And meet the Omnipotent in this house of flesh
And make of hfe the mullion-boded One.

KAILAS JHAVERI



CHRISTALIS

by

GEORGETTE COTY

(Contnued from the ssue of February 1996)

Lesser Archive

HE came without an earlier intimation and roused me from a rather deep sleep.
The suddenness of it made me a little unsteady, but I managed to greet him with
a smile.

"I grve you some force, Halio," he sad, "now take my hand and off we go "
'He is taking me to some important place,' I said to myself full of joy, and

was looking forward to the adventure.
'We will stop down there for a minute or two, till you are ready for the

'adventure' as you call it."
Presently we alighted and moved by some force we came to a charming

garden stretchmg before a stately mans1on. The front door was open, I could see
some of its interior. Just as I was to take a better look at it, my attention was
arrested by a child of no ordinary looks, commng out to the patio pulhng the hand
of an exquisite young woman.

I heard the chld addressing her and also her reply to hmm. The mtonat1on of
their words sounded as so many npples of gently-toned rhymes.

Standing a little afar, I listened enchanted, hopmg to understand their
speech. 'Christalis will teach it to me,' I said to myself.

This scene was unparalleled by any of my previous spheres of experiences
and I would have gladly observed it longer, but all at once the charming scene
and those two in it disappeared.

I felt Chnstalis touching me-
"We go on, Halio. There is more for you to learn today. You are sufficiently

refreshed now, I think."
Obediently I let him lead me on in this ethereal terrain where scenes and

persons appeared and disappeared.
"Come, sit here beside me, don't look so startled, tell me what you see."
I noticed that there was no growth of any vegetation here, not a blade of

grass, nor any trees or flowers to grace the place. 'Curious,' I thought, 'we
haven't been here before '

"No, we haven't, Halio. True, I promised to take you to an important
Archive of Records, but mn order to further your store of knowledge I thought it
advisable to show you another Archive before. Part of your earher expenences
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are still lodged m your cells, and I want them to be cleared."
He touched my heart and my forehead and took me by the hand. I felt that

hus grip was firmer than before.
'How sweet 1s my Chrstals,' I thought, 'he tends to my every need. I love

him so.'
"I am glad you do, now be still and we move on "
I found ourselves standing before an extremely large bmlding. I marvelled

at 1ts immensity. How did we get here, I never ventured to ask, this too must be
the way of thmngs in thus place.

As we moved closer to it, I noticed that the entire structure was made of
shining marble-all black-and-white, inlaid in equal proportions with mystifying
geometrical designs. So were the walls of the entrance, the floor and the pillars
facmg one another: black on one side, white on the other.

'An odd colonnade 1s this, not such a joyful place,' I felt.
Chnstalis motioned to me to look up and read the inscription above the

entrance. I did as he indicated and read:
ARCHIVES OF WARS AND THEIR EFFECTS

A shght shudder coursed through me. I did not know what to make of this
and would have preferred to stay on the outside. My legs were shaking, I was
hesitant to approach further. I looked at Christahs.

"Must we go m there? Could we not go back to that mother and child? I
would so love to hsten to their rhyme-speech agam. Maybe I could teach it to the
children They learn fast-truly they do."

"Do not fear," he sand. "This Is for your learning."
He pressed my hand reassuringly and we entered this Hall of unimagmable

magmtude Vast and high as 1t was, its entire mtenor was covered with
symmetrically fitted compartments, all of them filled wth scrpts.

Thus is hke a beehive,' I thought, 'not honey-combed with honey but with
books and files.' It made me dizzy Just lookmg at them. Now I noticed that there
were people there continually chmbmg up and down on some steep ladders,
attendmg them. They were not climbing really, but rather they were ascending
and descendmg to and fro on them

Chnstahs waved his hand and a marble table appeared before me of the
same patterns and colours which dominated everythmg here.

A book rested on 1t entitled "EVENT NUMBER 000". 'A code number,' I
thought.

"You are nght, but to decode rt 1s not our concern now."
"Must I read this? Couldn't we go elsewhere please?"
"Open it, Halo, and read what 1s wrtten there,'' he said, taking no notice

of my plea.
"Turn the page,'' he commanded, "learn what 1t says."
As if by its own will, the first page opened up before me. Leaf after leaf
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turned, nor did I have to read them, the words announced themselves and as
they did, I saw the events they recounted mn vrvd imagery, as in a cmnema.

I saw that from the begmning of the time of man's existence savage battles
of carnage took their toll of nature and the people that suffered them. The pages
turned one after the other, brmging to view races and nations makmg their
appearance onto the scene and into oblivion.

The audio-visuality came to a stop. The book was still open in front of me.
Stanng at it, I waited unmovmg 'Will there be more to read?' I wondered.

"Yes, there is some more you can learn today," I heard Christahs saymg.
"Wait."

Presently the pages began to roll rapidly without revealing their contents,
then came to a halt. There were no more pictures, the screen, the book, the
entire Hall was suffused with light. The vorce spoke again

"The records remamn mn the Archives for future generations to consult and to
learn from them, till the Higher Lght transforms their effects."

With a wave of Chnstals's hand, both table and book were gone. Here was
only silence now, but I saw two hands hfting the book and handing it to someone
who carried it away up one of those steep ladders that made me so dizzy, and
placed it mto an empty compartment.

I had no speech; overwhelmed, unmoving, I allowed Christalis to lead me
out from there without resistance, and I never looked back.

"Shall we rest awhle, Halo, till you regain your composure?" I nodded to
mdicate that I'd like that very much.

"It1s good for you to be slent; remam this way, the shadows of the past give
way to the descending God-Light; we look to its commg closer each day."

"I will not come for a few days to give you tmme to absorb the experience and
know that the road 1s clear to lead you to further learning."

I awoke feeling happy and light as if a great burden had hfted from me. 'The
God-Light will come down to earth,' he had sa1d-'oh Christahs, my very own
light-bringer, how can I show my gratitude for all you teach me .. may my heart
reflect some of it to my children.'

"It does that already," I heard Chnstalus' voice ms1de me. "Live in the
Light."

Time and Design

This was the day appomted for our meeting after a lapse of some days, and I
looked forward to 1t with no small expectation. Christalis was unable to come
earlier, but I was never left wondering about this. His messages had always come
well before I could begm to worry about it.

Ready as always, my heart's gate opened for him, I lay back resting,
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waitmg .... Not for all that long, for I soon heard his vmce and saw his glonous
hght before me.

"I hope that you were not too disappomted about my delay. I came as soon
as I was able."

Here he was, reaching for my hand to touch, and I, so happy to see him
again, that I would have gladly given hum my heart as well, had he asked for it.

"You must do no such thing," he chided me with a smile that would have
made a stone sing-"If you gave me your heart, where would my Flower Halo
live?"

"Do not mind my sally thoughts, Chrstals, I am mad wth joy today, and
you know who 1s the cause of it."

"Are you ready then?" He was not smilmg now-"Today, I make good my
promise. Open yourself, be very conscious and observe everything well. Only as
much as you can perceive today will remam m your memory, no more."

We stopped nowhere, but travelled like an arrow sent on its way. In the
distance a golden light became visible. It grew bnghter as we neared it, as if
walkmg into the sun, so blinding was it to my eyes. As we proceeded toward it, I
saw something shimmering m its midst. I heard my own heart chantmg: "Oh, the
Golden City, the Golden City of Light."

I did not feel that I was breathmg at all, which was rather strange, as I felt no
discomfort. Christahs pressed my hand hard and the force from it gave me better
sight. Now I could see the source of that blmdmg light-a Golden Palace-or
was it a Temple?-was glowmg bnghtly at some distance from us.

"We will enter first the great Mother's Temple before going further No, not
the one you have already vusuted,'' he was reading my thought-"that was on
another plane. Be steady."

Everything seemed golden. The Temple before us shone with even greater
radiance than the one of pure white that we had seen before. It was dazzling,
powerful; I struggled to keep my eyes open, blmkmg hard.

"Enter, Christalis? I thought I was not allowed to do that, we only
worshipped m front of it before."

"Not this time, Halio. The Mother's Heart of Love is calling you now!
Come with me."

"Where to? I cannot see, Chnstahs, I am blind!" I cried I felt a silken touch
over my heart, over my eyes-and when I opened them I was standing before the
golden statue of a Goddess, of unsurpassable beauty, seated on a golden throne
made of light.

The statue smiled, rays of golden radiance emanated from Her smile. They
covered the whole world. One ray entered me. I staggered on my feet and felt
my entire body filled with bliss .. with love.. Her love!...

"She 1s not a statue," my heart sad to me'She s the living Mother of the
universe, worship Her! She reigns over the worlds and hves m every bemng's
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heart ... omnipresent, ommpotent, She 1s all."
I lifted my head, trying to look mto Her face, to offer all of myself to Her,

but now a veil covered it. But in my outstretched hands I saw my own ruby heart
held, throbbmg, livmg only for Her.

I remembered no more. Not how or when we came out of the Temple, nor
any other thmg in the world, except the smile of Her beatific lips. When I
emerged from this sublime expenence, I met Chnstalis's eyes watchmg me.

"I know how you feel. A rare grace has been granted to you, Hal10. Many
high-souled ones pray to behold Her face for one smgle second. They ask for no
more. You received this grace today, a prelude to more wondrous things to
come. But how do you feel now, are you able to go further with me?" he asked.
"Do you want to rest?"
'She can go on!" came the voice from the Temple, "I have given her

sufficient force for that."
We looked at one another, bowed down m salutation and went on our way,

but I felt a miracle growing ins1de me. I was no longer a separate entty but a part
of Her-She living inside me-and I livmg m Her. I knew that somethmg had
changed in me, I entered into another reality.

"We have arrived," Chnstalis said very softly, "at the Archives of God,
where records of all events are kept, concernmg the development of earth and
humamty."

'Is this where the souls' records are kept?' I asked in inner speech.
"No, my dear, I cannot take you there, that 1s not our work, I have told you

thus. What you will see 1s for hugh learning."
The road we walked on was golden, and the Hall itself shone like blue

sapphire, the gate studded with pearls. Ths time I was calm, nothmng disturbed
my inner blss, no exclamation... Nothing but silence...

At the entry stood a guard. A godlike person-tall, beautiful, his body pale
blue, his eyes aglow.

"By whose permission do you seek entrance?" he asked, towermg before
us. Chnstalis held up a paper, which had the seal of the Great Mother on it, the
hvmg words: "By my wish."

The gateman bowed to 1t deeply, then turnmg to us-"The way is open.
Enter, Christalis, with earth's Halion."

An immense Hall opened before us, leadmg to several others, from what I
could observe at first glance. Here every small detail displayed great beauty of
craftsmanship. Gold and silver carvmgs decorated the walls, depicting scenes of
heaven, scenes of earth-all ahve.

"Halion, this 1s the antechamber of the records. Observe what you see and
retam what you can."

Gomg deep mside myself m concentration, I remained motionless for some
time, and called.... "O DIvmne Laght, gve me your power that I may be able to
receive what is grven me on thus day."
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A ray of hght entered me. My eyes saw clearly now what was before me
Rows upon rows. tablets--each made of a different precious stone-filled the
halls. They were not fixed onto anything, but held mn their places by a force
Each tablet was alive and they spoke m different tongues and, whenever I looked
to observe any one of them, the scenes they depicted came alve. acting out the
event.

Panorama of participants, nvers, mountams. valleys and plains.. cities
vibrant with livmg force. People clad mn garments of their penod, moved about mn
cmnematc fashion and I understood their tongues.

Here were scenes of great battles. Reigns of kmgs and priests, heroes and
demigods. Chieftains of armies-all manner of contnvances, arms, modes of
travel for domestic use and for industnes.

We moved through countless halls, containing the lvmng records of ages
gone by... the fashion of their lives. their activities, achievements and the end of
their times... the begmning of others. Here was stored the history of man. The
lesser and the greater cycles that had passed and, mn bemg observed, the meanmg
of each of these periods and the lessons learnt from them became lvmng
knowledge in me.

Chstalis indicated in slent s1gn that we must move on from here. He
looked at me searchmgly, his eyes deep as the ocean as he looked at me, then ht
up with a light which entered me and merged with mme. Takmg a firmer gnp of
my hand, he led me on .. We moved toward a courtyard of immense pure white
columns, leading to a reddish-gold perfectly circular dome, more lke a globe.
The hght shining from it covered a great distance round 1t with circumfluent
luminosity. No sign of an opening was there. This great circularity was perfectly
sealed A sheen for surface, entirely faultless, a thought would shde off it As if
appeanng from nowhere-at least undetectable from the hght till now-a guard
stood before us menacmgly.

"How came you here?" he roared. "Why Is the earth-being by your side?"
Christalis once agam drew from the folds of his garment the insignia of the

Great Mother of Love, which, dartmg forth Her Light, spoke: "By my leave and
wish they come. Let them enter, 0 faithful guardian, into the Hall of Truth."

Tall as he was, his head nearly reachmg the sky, he bowed before the sign.
Luke the arch of a ramnbow, he touched the ground before 1t. When he rose, he
greeted us by name and, holdmg out one long arm, pointed mn the direction of
the construction. It slid open, just enough for us to pass through it, then closed
agam.

"We are approaching the Hall of Designs-Motion-and Time," Chnstalis
spoke mn a silent voice. "Be perceptive, concentrated... " We moved on.

An Immense timepiece of gold dominated the first Hall, nothing else was
there .. Suspended in its fixed place, its diamond dials moved in perpetual
motion. Nothmg could hold back or alter one smgle second of its t1mmg, I knew.
Thus was the Timepiece of God. No other power could alter the precrs1on of
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those indicators, other than what was in the Mind of God.
The clock ticked away, its sononty reverberated throughout the Hall,

markmg mcessantly the motion of His unalterable Will. The rest was silence ...
total, immutable.

We moved on through spaces of silence, where a thought would have been a
violence to sanctity... where silence was sovereign ruler over thought and
speech, yet it embodied all knowledge no earth-mmd could reach.

Onward we went, but a force halted our advance, we could not take a
further step. A voice echoed through the Hall announcing:

"OU ARE BEFORE THE SUPREME WILL.

IN HIS LIGHT PROCEED."

Free to move, we went ahead. A hving scnpt-first of a sequence observ
able behind it-its light brilliant-ruling above everything else here unalterably,
each syllable in radiant gold read:

THE WILL OF THE SUPREME LIGHT

. before it the planet Earth rotated m its sphere without a pause ...
We bowed in salutation once again and moved toward the mterior, I with

trembling heart to observe the written Des1gn.
One by one, a sequence of scripts grew visible as we came before them, each

vibrant, alive.
We moved on, halting before each, and read:

THE HOUR OF THE MIRRORED LIGHT

THE UNVEILING HOUR

THE HOUR OF TRIALS

DANCE OF THE ELEMENTS AND GRAINS

DANCING NATIONS

POWER AND MONEY PIROUETTE

THE HOUR OF THE BATILE

THE HOUR OF THE HERO

THE SLAYING OF THE DRAGON

THE HOUR OF TRUTH AND VICTORY

THE LIGHT DESCENDS TO WED THE EARTH

THE BRIGHT-BODIED MOTHER UNVEILS HER FACE.
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Enveloped in silence, unmoving we stood before these sacred scripts, not
able to stir until the time alloted for our presence expired.

Pushed out by a force, we were outside the Golden Globe, which stood as
we had found itperfect mn 1ts circular form-without an opening, sealed.

Wordlessly Christalis took my hand. We bowed before it, then he led me
back. Down through the many terrains that we had passed-slower than
before... time given to readjustment to the atmosphere, to consciousness and to
balance.

Below us spread the vast world. My httle town lay sleeping under the star
studded canopy waiting for the first rays of the sun to kiss it awake.

For a single moment I saw the Earth-Mother rising toward us smiling
radiantly, then disappearing 10to Her domain .... She knew what we had seen ....
She had it written mn Her heart.

I leaned down to kiss the ground to tell Her: "Sweet Mother, I am yours! In
my bosom I bring with me Heaven's Mother's smile."

"Yes, you do,"... I heard Her voice ins1de me, "Know this, O child, She
and I, in two stations, are one."

Christalis whispered,-"Rest for some time, the day is still young ... "
I gladly did as he advised and dreamily allowed myself to ease onto my

pillow with a sigh of joy. Fragments of words I had heard somewhere before
came drifting into my mmnd:

... "The light grew brighter mn the East ... as She sang ... as She sang melodies
wonderful. .. "

(To be continued)
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IS WORLD UNITY EVER GOING TO BE A REALITY?
SRI AUROBINDO has said that world umty is inevitable. I am attemptmg to
examme how his prediction is commg true. But it is unfolding itself m a myriad
forms and ways and theretore confusmg the human mind. Hence the question
that gets repeatedly asked is, "Are we getting closer or further from that unity?"

Let us examme some facts. The political pundits had forecast that the
divided Germany would walk mto the 21st century. A fortmght after their
profound and considered opmnuon was published mn Tme magazmne, the Berlin
Wall fell. The communists believed that their doctrine would lead the world in
the 21st century. The dismantling of the Soviet Union brought the end of the
cold war and enhanced the chances of world umty. Communism today does not
exist anywhere m the world (except Cuba and West Bengal, where it is
floundermg before the final withering away). At one time, the concept of "the
umted states of Europe" (a phrase comed by Sn Aurobmdo and not Churchill)
was such a joke that both the Bntish and the French got choked on theu
favourite dishes. Today, a passport and no visa enables a European to travel
around Europe without hindrance and soon there wll also be a common
currency and one pncmg policy throughout Europe. That is the extent of unity
among 16 natons. Culturally, language and history drvde the European nations
more than any other group of nations anywhere m the world. The deep wounds
of two'wars have not yet quite healed. And now economic mterests have reached
new heights of conflict. It 1s difficult to vusualze how the Germans, the French
and the Bntish are gomg to accept the new emergmg realities of the certamty of
unity.

The 20th century failed to brmg about unity through the political process.
The political process of unity was based on mequality and therefore bred
suspicion among nations. The effort of unty at the tail-end of the 20th century
has been founded on the emergmg economic realities. The affluent nations
prospered and progressed from withm and made their peoples rich and pros
perous. There was no need for them to look outwards. The sudden event of deep
recession that overtook the rich nations made them pause and look outward for
help and indeed for survival The Umted States, Japan and the European
markets had reached saturation pomts of consumpt10n. It was no more possible
for them to remam to themselves. They had to explore new markets. That drive
began to unite the world m a strange manner. People began to seek the common
bonds and traits across the world that could bring them together and ignore those
charactenstics that created the rift. For instance, instead of looking at the
Chmese or Indian character's weaknesses, they began to discover its strengths.
Hence commumcat1on between different nations became easier. And the need
to commumcate with each other across the world has created newer and
revolutionary technologies whch are absolutely mmnd-boggling. You can now
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speak to any part of the world from an atrplane and speak to each other across
nat10ns on a PC. I can now sit before my little PC notebook at home and call for
any information I need on any subject through the Internet-web-connection
from any part of the world. Technology 1s playmg a prominent role in bnnging
about umty among nations.

However, the experience of the West through the traumatic recess1on years
has made it lose confidence m solutions that come out of economic expediencies.
A more permanent solution to the mental and physical well-bemg is now being
sought. This movement had begun mn the early 60s, but died out because of the
sudden onslaught of immense prosperity among the western nations. Tempo
rarily, the gomg was good. The final blow came in the mid-eighties. It was a
strange sight to see beggars on the streets of New York and London. Crime came
in a big way-drug traffickmg and Illegal underground transactions to fight the
sudden onset of poverty among the nch nat10ns.

Now, it is the meditation tame around the world. Every city in the world has
a few sptritual and yoga centres. Hundreds of people go there for meditation and
punfcation. Many people have taken up a simpler and cleaner way of Irving.
Matenal prospenty 1s no more the fmal seeking for many people. I was amazed
to see meditation centres in Japan, throughout Europe and the USA. A leading
publisher in the United States told me that more books on religion and
spirituality are published now than ever before in history. There are more
television channels dedicated to religion.

Hence I am begmmng to observe how world unity is manifesting itself in
different ways. The political drive for umty has failed. The current economic
drive towards unity has undeniably made some progress but most people believe
that this unity cannot be a lastmg one. Perhaps because its very foundation is
based on the 'haves' versus the 'have-nots'. True unity can come about only on a
basis of equality. Unity through a common spiritual seeking-no matter by what
route-is what the world is moving towards because this relationship treats
everyone as equal. And the world unity can only be realised when everybody
feels secure and equal.

Sn Aurobindo's vision is begmnmg to take shape and manifest itself in a
fascinating way: the political process played its part, the economic event is taking
it forward, science and technology have performed startlingly well to accelerate
it. Now spirituality will play its final role.

RAMRAJ



A TREASURY OF ANCIENT TAMIL LEGENDS

( Continued from the issue of February 1996)

79. OUT OF THE ASHES

THE untimely demise of Poom Paavai shattered the daydreams of her father,
Srvanesan Chettar. He was a very nch trader, with several ships saihng the seas,
and she was his only daughter.

Beautiful beyond companson, Poom Paava1 was the pride of Mylapore (in
Madras). The dream-girl of every youngster, she rarely looked at any one of
them for she had heard her father tell his friends thus:

"I have already made my choice. My would-be son-mn-law 1s a great man.
Hus knowledge of God 1s Immense and his fame as a miracle-worker has spread
far and wide. He can transform male palmyra trees mnto fruit-bearmng ones. He
can bnng the dead back to life. His hymns not only cure snakebites and killer
diseases, but also open doors that have remained tightly shut for ages."

"Who can this be but Sambandar!" cried his friends in a chorus.
"Yes! You are right. My daughter Poom Paavai will be married off to

Sambandar and all my nches and wealth will go with her as dowry. I hope my
daydream wll come true."

S1vanesan Chettar's daydream didn't come true. Poom Paava was not yet
in her teens when a cobra bit her. Her father brought in the best of physicians.
But to what avail? He then sought the help of tantrics. But all mantras failed to
cure the girl of the snakebite.

Poom Paavai died leavmg her father and her dear ones to theu tears.
Somethmg in Sivanesan Chettiar said: "Don't lose hope. Have faith in Lord

S1va. Sambandar can work miracles mn your life too."
But where to find Sambandar immediately, when no one in Mylapore knew

his whereabouts?
"Three days have passed. How long can we keep a dead body at home?

Putrid smell has already filled the air," grumbled the relatives.
S1vanesan Chettiar sighed a deep sigh, and muttered, "I am sure Sambandar

will grace thus city with hus presence one day, and my daughter will come back to
hfe."

He then said to his people at home: "Let us cremate her."
At the cremation ground, S1vanesan Chettar ordered the ashes to be

collected and stored in a small pot.
The pot of ashes was kept m a room of its own mn the house and guarded by a

couple of women. Srvanesan Chettar performed pooja every day in that room
and garlanded the pot.
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Everyone took him for a madcap, though no one had the guts to tell him so.
Years passed. Time didn't in any way deter the father's interest in his dead

daughter.
The much-longed-for day dawned at last.
Sivanesan Chettar jumped for joy when he heard the news of Sambandar's

arrival at Thiru Votriyur, a few miles away from Mylapore. He ran faster than he
had thought his legs could ever carry him. He met Sambandar and told him the
sad story of his beloved daughter.

"Go now and bring the pot of ashes to the Kabaleeswarar temple at
Mylapore and keep it outside its compound wall. I'll be there shortly," said
Sambandar.

At the temple, Sambandar sang a senes of songs, each one describing the
festivals of the Tamils and addressmg the ashes of Poom Paavai to come back to
life to celebrate these festivals.

At the finish of the eighth song, a rumbling noise was heard from the pot.
By the time he finished the tenth one, Poom Paavai stuck out her hand from
inside the pot.

Sambandar contmued to sing the next and last song. To the surprise and
shock of the Buddhists and the Jains in Mylapore, the pot cracked and its sides
fell apart. Poom Paavai rose to her feet and stood smiling gratefully at
Sambandar.

"Take her home," Sambandar said to Sivanesan Chettiar.
"I would like you to marry my daughter and with her all my riches and

wealth," suggested Sivanesan Chett1ar.
Sambandar smiled. "You call her your daughter, but your daughter died of

snakebite, and that was years ago. By the strength of my prayer to Lord Siva, I
have given life to the dead girl. Am I not a father to her?"

Sivanesan Chettiar sighed, nodded his head and took Poom Paavai home.
Poom Paavai spent the rest of her life in the service of Lord Siva, and died of

old age, still a virgm.

80. AN EXODUS INTO THE FIRE

Sambandar travelled to several parts of the Tamil land preaching the Saivite faith
to the masses. Completing his first round, he returned to his native place,
Seerkazhi, with the intention of meeting his parents and sojourning with them.

It was the happiest day in the lives of S1va Paadha Virudayar and Bagavathi.
They joyfully spent several hours together with their son Sambandar.

A few days later Bagavathi said to her son, "It's time that you got married.
You are sxteen.''
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Sambandar was shocked to hear his mother speak of marnage. He wanted
to devote his hfe to wandermg in all parts of the globe and preach Saivism. But
his mother wanted him to get marned and settle down.

Unable to say an outnght 'no' to the wishes of his affectionate mother,
Sambandar said, "Time is not yet npe for all that."

"My son! You have spent the most Important part of your life m the service
of Lord Siva. Now that you have reached adulthood, you must adhere to our
tradition and get marred," advised SIva Paadha Virudayar.

"A wife will not many way prove an obstacle in your chosen path. In fact,
she will only be a support and a comfort. In order to enjoy the greater bliss, you
must know first of all what bliss is. Only a devoted wife can show you that,"
suggested Bagavathi.

As his parents continued to ins1st on hus marriage, Sambandar finally gave
way.

The search for a suitable bnde began. Fmally the parents chose the most
suutable one. She was the daughter of Nampaandar, a brahmin from Perumana
Nallur, an adjacent village. Chokka was her name.

Sambandar's mind began to waver when his mother told him of his beautiful
bride, Chokki.

The wedding day was fxed. Invitations were gven to all the near and dear
ones m person.

Perumana Nallur wore a festive look. All houses were decorated and the
streets were beautified.

On the wedding day, friends and fans of Sambandar's thronged the marriage
hall. The wedding ceremony began to the beating of drums and the blowing of
pipes.

Elegantly dressed and garlanded, Sambandar and Chokki held each other's
hand, and went around the wedding fire.

All of a sudden, Sambandar still holdmg his bride's hand moved out of the
marriage hall and headed towards the nearby temple of Lord Siva.

"I never wanted to lead a married life. 0 Lord! Why have you brought in a
woman in my life? Have mercy on me. If you have any love for me then take me
and my wfe mto your fold," prayed Sambandar.

No sooner did he fimsh his prayer to Lord Siva than the entire temple was
ablaze and rapidly transformed itself mto a mammoth ball of fire.

The people who had followed the marned couple to the temple ran helter
skelter.

A voice from the heavens saud: "Enter with your wife and dear ones into the
ball of fire and you'll all reach me."

Sambandar yelled at the panic-stricken people to come back and jom him
"We are all sparks that came out of that great fire. Let us go back to where we
came from and attain salvation."
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A bug crowd consistmng of the couple's parents, friends, relatives and several
well-washers jubilantly made 1ts way into the ball of fire.

Finally Sambandar and his brde Chokki happily became one with the blaze.
The huge ball of fire disappeared and there appeared the temple once again.

(More legends on the way)

P. RAJA
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BOOKS IN THE BALANCE

The Scoria: A Quarterly Magazine for the Connoisseur, Vol 1, No. 1, July 1995.
Managing Editor: Urmla Mishra. Scmtilla Publishers, 3228/1, Sector - 47D,
Chandigarh - 160 047. Pp. 120. Rs. 14.

THE inaugural issue of The Scora rewards readers with what it promises in its
Editor's note: "to popularize contemporary literature" and "to provide a happy
blend of literature and popular reading matenal at a comparatively low price."
Modestly pnced, it presents a variety of creative and critical writing, discussion
and interview. More important, mn keeping wth the recent attention given to
"new" literature m English, Seana's list of contributors bears testimony to
"decolonizing the canon" of English literature. From Native American female
fiction1st to Finnish poet, from Assamese to Israeli poetry in translation, the
journal 1s a rich smorgasbord, but the main fare, to be sure, is served by Indian
and American writers.

Qaiser Alam flags off the journal, markmg its brth pradoxically, with a
discuss1on of the modern-postmodern tames as "the age of death.'' He quotes
futurologists, philosophers, historians, pedagogists, literary critics and post
structural theonsts who have regularly been announcmg the death of every
thing-from God to literature These "obituaries" no doubt are "grossly
exaggerated," as Mark Twain once commented on reading a report of his own
death mn the newspaper. What is really needed, this article remmds us, is the
death of such death announcements.

This 1s followed by an mterview (a reprint) wth Leslie Marmon Slko, the
most celebrated Native Amencan writer today. She 1s interviewed by Arona
Sitesh after a nutshell introduction of and a crtcal nugget on S1lko. Thus
backdrop is thoughtfully provided for those readers to whom Silko would be an
unfamiliar figure. The intervew is long and comprehensive, dwelling on 1ts
subject's chddhood, school days, her initiation to wnting, issues of American
"'colonialism" from the (rare) perspective of a Native American, and conversely,
the image of the "Native" American m the eyes of the whute American, the
processes of creative wntmg and, of course, femmism.

These are times when Journals try to keep their poetry content to the
minimum, like the commercial break on the TV or a floral adornment to a hving
room. It is laudable that one-fourth of the journal (some 25 pages) 1s devoted to
poetry. Four poems by none less than Jayanta Mahapatra open the poetry
sect1on, which resound with thoughts of, yes, death, God and destruction by
man. The intellectual quality of Mahapatra's poems 1s offset by what follows:
poems of Edith Konecky, which are all about birth-of a poem, of a begmning,
of herself; and these are marked by an emot10nal smcenty. Maxine Chernoff's
poems, on the other hand, have an enigmatic quality about them. Thoughtfully,
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a couple of short stones mtervene to break the tedium of an extended poetry
reading, after which there 1s a second section of poetry. This time it is a pot
pourri of British, Assamese, but mostly Indian poets. These poems are mostly
light verse, after the senous pieces of the earlier section. Consider, for example,
the tiny poem by P. Raja, a nsmg star in the galaxy of Indo-Anglan literature.
Titled "An Epitaph on God," the poem runs:

Here at last rests Mr. Nobody
who believed himself to have existed
when Mr. Somebody made him Mr. Everybody.
Let his soul, 1f he has one,
rest in peace
though he troubled all.

Contrast this with Jonathan Gourlay's 5-page narrative poem, a poetic expres
s1on of his experiences m China. Nandmn Sahu has been selected "The Poet of
the Issue." Her poem is an ode to the butterfly and reverberates at the end with
the theme of-you have guessed right agam--death! The Scoria has a separate
section for poems in translation-from Israel, Finland, and India. Of these "The
Taj", a Bengali poem, tries to rewrite history by seeing the Taj Mahal as a
monument to the sorrow of Mumtaz and not to Shahjahan's love.

Two short stores, both by Amer1can women writers, prov1de a study in
contrast. The first one 1s mostly dialogue and objective while the second is
mainly authonal narration and a subjective expression. A brief life-sketch and a
spreadout of the ideas of the recently dead C. Northcote Parkinson, "the
superwit of our times", "the management guru", begm-with a mention of his
death! In simple terms and easy language Tariq Ali mtroduces to the readers the
famous laws of Parkinson. Ah Khwaja's article makes out a case for "the
oppressed majorty" of animals and birds Humans are not human and animals
are not beastly, remmds Tanq. The two terms need to be redefined in the hght of
man's beastly treatment of the innocent ammals. It is shameful that in the
country which saw the birth of Mahavira and which has the largest vegetarian
population in the world, frogs' thighs are chopped and exported, and dozens of
chickens tied together and hung upside down in scorching sun is a common sight,
Tanq observes. It is our attitude of superionty which 1s responsible for our
"animal" behaviour, the same sense of superiority being the cause of much
communal violence and intolerance, the author comments insightfully.

"Thirty-four years back, Hemmgway shot himself to death." So begins
Tirtho Banerjee's thumbnail sketch of Papa Hemmgway's personal hfe! This is
followed by Shyam Agarwal's long essay-review of The Stable Boy, which
places 1ts author Vikram Seth m F. R. Leavis's Great Tradition of Jane Austen
and Dickens. The settmg of this novel is the post-independence scenario of
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middle-class Ind1an life of the Nehruvian era in the early 50s. The reviewer
compares this portrayal of life in The Suitable Boy with its depiction by
Nayantara Sehgal and other Indo-Anglian novelists in their works. A baggy
monster of a novel of more than 600,000 words, it contains hundreds of
characters and is comparable to such voluminous classics of world literature as
War and Peace, Dr. Zhvago and Martn Chuzzlewt. This detailed analysis of
Agarwal's is somewhat marred by his unclear style, leaving readers often puzzled
about which work he is talking of mn a particular line or paragraph-A Suatable
Boy or any of its fict10nal parallels.

For those who want a quick scan, there is a brief 3-page review of Her
Testimony, a collection of mterviews conducted by Aruna S1tesh. The mter
viewees are all contemporary women writers who are permanently settled m the
US, and the reviewer calls Her Testimony a landmark in the annals of literary
reviews similar to the famous Paris Review interviews. The last page of The
Scora is a "Platform" for Ved Prakash Goyal who claims to have discovered an
unfailing ayurvedic cure for AIDS. Any takers?

The print and paper quality of The Scora is very good but the proofreading
leaves a lot to be desired. No doubt, its publishers would have noticed it by this
time and would ensure that forthcoming issues are free of "typos" The Journal is
sure to go a long way, but must fmd advertisers (there is none in this issue) to
sustain it and to survive the costs of publishing.

The birth of this magazine, as pointed out earher, is marked by a discussion
or at least mention of death in almost everyone of its features. Is it an editonal
hint that birth and death are two sides of the same coin and should not be
thought of as separate phenomena? In keepmg with the spirit of the times, the
editorial board and the contributors consist of more than a far share of women.

P. RAMASAMY

FIFTY POEMS OF NIRODBARAN
WITH

SRI AUROBINDO'S CORRECTIONS AND COMMENTS
Price : Rs. 5o (hard)Rs. 40 (soft)



THE TWO TEXTS OF THE GITA: ORIGINAL AND EDITED

1. The Original Text of the Gita

WE know that the Bhagavadgta has been wntten as a dalogue between Arjuna
and Lord Knshna, two prominent figures mn the story of the Mahabharata. The
author of the story narrates m the Gita an episode connected with Arjuna.
ArJuna comes to the battlefield with Knshna as his chanoteer Overcome by a
sudden psychological crIs1s, he finds himself a bewildered hero, a victim of faint
heartedness, fear and delusion. Havmg dropped his arms, he expresses his
dsinclination to fight. Knshna 1s surprised at this sudden reversal in Arjuna's
attitude. At the end of a protracted effort Knshna succeeds in removing
Arjuna's fear and delusion. And Arjuna returns to his ongmal self and agrees to
do his appointed work, the ternble task of destruction, karma1J,l ghore. The
whole episode is told in about 700 verses, all replete with profound insights mto
yoga and the teachmgs of Vedanta.

Arjuna's episode is onginally cast mn eighteen chapters, each of which car
nes a separate chapter-number-the first begms with the number 23 and the last
closes with the number 40. No title is found at the head of any of these chapters;
they are identified merely by their senal numbers. In view of its profound
beanngs on the Upanishads, the Gita 1s regarded as a fundamental text of
Vedanta. With the Upamshads and the Brahmasutras it occupies the position of
a thrd author1tatrve work, prasthana trayam. Great scholars hold the view that it
1s a commentary on the Upanishads and must be studied as such. As a result of
its steep ascension to this supreme status, 1t has practically become an mdepen
dent text winning admiration and appreciation from all sdes, from sages to
ordinary mortals, from scholars to laymen. It 1s reasonable to suppose that the
Gita attained this eminence even before Shankara's advent.

2. The Edited Text of the Gita

Once the Gita becomes a separate work it is but natural that new chapter
numbers are given and appropnate titles added to its chapters. There 1s no
difficulty m acceptmg the new numbers in place of the original ones. But in
respect of the titles there are considerable difficulties. If we examine the old
manuscnpts, we realise that the chapter-titles were evolved differently by
different editors. However, one of the edited texts chosen by Shankara has been
mn wIde circulation among the learned men of our country. It forms the bas1s of
his commentary on the Gita. The approval his commentary has won from
scholars has fmally turned mto an approval by them of the edited text he has
used. The same text 1s used even by those who have wntten rival commentaries
on the Gita, like Madhva and Tlak. Mmor variations m the titles in these
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commentaries are there, but they are too insignificant to ment serious consid
eration. Thus the text used by Shankara has come to be accepted as the most
reliable one by all scholars Irrespective of their religious or philosophical
affiliations. Nonetheless, there are other commentators like those of RamanuJa
and Sri Aurobindo who bypass the edited text and at the same time accept the
new in place of the original chapter-numbers. Following are the titles in the
order in which they are gven in the edited text:

. (1) Arjunavshada yoga.
(2) Sankhya yoga.
(3) Karma yoga.
(4) Jnana-Karmasannyasa yoga.
(5) Sannyasa yoga.
(6) Dhyana yoga.
(7) Jnana-Vijnana yoga.
(8) Akshara-Brahma yoga.
(9) Rajavdya-Rajaguhya yoga.

(10) Vibhuti yoga.
(11) Vishvarupa-darshana yoga.
(12) Bhakti yoga.
(13) Kshetra-Kshetrajna-vbhaga yoga.
(14) Gunatraya-vibhaga yoga.
(15) Purushottama yoga.
(16) Daivasurasampad-vibhaga yoga.
(17) Shraddhatraya-vibhaga yoga.
(18) Moksha-Sannyasa yoga

Another notable feature of this text 1s that in the colophons the Gta is described
in identical terms-this is the Upanishad, the Brahmavidya, the Yogashastra,
Shri Krishna-Arjuna-Samvada. As a matter of fact, it is the colophons that make
the difference between the onginal and the edited texts, otherwise both are the
same.

3. The Chapter-Title and Its Two Parts

Generally, the commentanes on the edited text do not comment upon the
significance of the words in the colophon, for they believe that they are self
evident and do not stand in need of elaboration. This is true of all words except
the ones which appear as the chapter-titles. From time immemorial the titles
have been associated with the text of the Gita. But unfortunately they have not
succeeded m drawmg the attention of the commentators.

In each chapter, the title 1s designed to perform an mtended function-to tell
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us, however bnefly, what a given chapter is about. It helps us a great deal m
reaching the heart of that chapter without much difficulty. In fact, there are two
parts in every title, part one comprismg the key words of the relevant verse and
part two having an identical word, namely, yoga, to be found in all the eighteen
titles. A nght understanding of the titles is possible only when the two parts in
each one of them are rightly understood.

We shall now try to fmd how each title is related to the content of its
chapter The numbers given below have a tnple reference-(i) to the chapters,
(ii) to the titles, both in descending order, and (ni) to the series mn whuch each
title is traced to the relevant verse in the given chapter.

(1) Verse 1-47, where Arjuna is shown to have dropped his arms in
distress and sorrow, okasarvgnamanasah.

(2) Verse 2-39, where the Lord says that the intelligent knowledge in the
Sankhya has been declared to Arjuna, esa te 'bhhita sankhye buddhh.

(3) Verse 3-19, where the Gita teaches that by doing works without
attachment man attains to the Highest, asakto hyacaran karma
paramtipnotz.

(4) Verse 4-19, where it is stated that all undertakings done without the
will of desire become faultless by the purifying effect of knowledge,
yianagni dagdha karm@nan.

(5) Verse 5-10, where the Gita says that he who reposes his works on
Brahman, havmg abandoned attachment, is not stained by sin, lipyate
na sa papena l karman sargam tyaktv@ karot yah.

(6) Verse 6-25, where we are asked to fix the mind mn the higher Self
without thinking of anything else, titmasamstharh manal;krtva na
kiflcidapi cintayet.

(7) Verse 7-2, where that knowledge, Jnana and Vijnana, by knowing
which there shall not be anythmg here left to be known, is declared by
the Lord, bhuyo 'nyay jiatavyam avassyate.

(8) Verse 8-21, where Knshna teaches that the unmanifest Immutable is
the supreme goal, avyakto'ksara ityuktas tam@huh paramam gatim.

(9) Verse 9-2, where Krishna discloses to Arjuna the king-knowledge, the
king-secret, which is pure and supreme, imperishable and directly
realisable, the very law of being and easy to practise, rtijavidyti
r@jaguhyam.

(10) Verse 10-19, m which Krishna agrees to tell Arjuna such of his self
man1festatons as are very prominent, @tmavbhutayah pr@dhanyatah.

(11) Verse 11-47, in which the Lord says that he has shown Arjuna his
supreme form, rupam parar darstam.

(12) Verse 12-17, in which the Gita declares that he who is full of devotion
is dear to the Lord, bhaktimanyah sa me priyah.
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(13) Verse 13-2, which defines true knowledge as knowledge about Kshetra
and Kshetrajna, ksetra ksetrayiayor yanam yat taj yanam.

(14) Verse 14-5, which speaks about the triple bondage of the embodied
bemg, arising from the three Praknti-born Gunas, gun@h prakrt
sambhaviih.

(15) Verse 15-17, which declares that the Purushottama, the imperishable
Lord, enters and upholds the three worlds, uttamah purusah .. loka
tram@vsya bbhartyavyaya isvarah.

(16) Verse 16-6, which mentions that there are two categories of bemgs m
the world, one embodymg godly qualities and the other ungodly ones,
dava asura eva ca

(17) Verse 17-2, which says that the faith mherent m the embodied bemgs is
threefold, tnvzdha bhavatz sraddha.

(18) Verse 18-66, m \vh1ch the Gita speaks about the abandonment of the
Dharmas and the liberation promised to be conferred upon Arjuna
who 1s asked to surrender to the Lord, sarvadharmtin pantyaJya
mamekam saranam vraya aham tv@ sarvapapebhyo moksaysyam.

Thus we fmd that all chapter-titles of the Gita are mnvarably made out of the
verses chosen for this purpose This shows clearly that the titles have been
evolved after a careful study of the entue Gita, chapter by chapter.

As for the word Yoga which 1s the last to appear m the titles, it is very often
understood to mean a spiritual method by which the soul is umted with the Lord
of the world, yoga sadhana. There are three reasons why the word is so taken. (1)
In the colophon the Gita is described to be a yoga shastra, a science which deals
with the various forms of yoga sadhana. (11) In the text of the Gita itself the word
Yoga 1s frequently used mn thus sense. (1ii) More important than the two 1s that
prma face thus sense Is appl1cable to the word mn certain titles such as the thud
(Karmayoga), the fifth (Sannyasayoga), the sixth (Dhyanayoga) and the twelfth
(Bhaktiyoga). As a result, 1t 1s mamtamed that the word in the chapter-titles be
understood as referring to a yoga sadhana As an example, arjunaVl$iida yoga,
the first of the eighteen titles, is mterpreted keepmg m view this sense of the
word. Some argue that dejection has a unique value for Arjuna For 1t makes
him completely detached, detached from all results that bring enjoyment m this
world and m the world beyond. He himself tells us that he has no desire for any
kmgdom, much less for the kmgdom of the three worlds. Therefore they
conclude that aryunavsada yoga 1s intended to emphasise this factdeject1on
has a yogc value and through dejection Arjuna develops into a renouncer of
desues fit for the full ascetic hfe In principle the argument sounds reasonable
and can help us in understandmg the right sense of the word Yoga in the chapter
titles.
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4. The Word Yoga and Its True Sense in the Titles of the Gita

We shall analyse the interpretation put on the first title arjunavisada yoga
and see how far it is satisfactory.

(i) To say that Arjuna is free from the desires of the heart on account of his
dejection 1s far from the truth. On his own admission Arjuna rejects enjoyment
and kmgdom because he 1s attached to his people, svajanam (1-31) and does not
want to kill them. Even if we grant that he has risen to a spiritually praiseworthy
position Krishna does not find any such merit in his dejection. He uses strong
words and abuses hmm by saying that hus conduct is unmanly and a result of fear,
klaibyarh hrdayadaurbalyarh. Though dejection can make a man detached, it has
not defintely worked that way mn the case of Arjuna. If Arjuna's dejection does
not make him really detached, then it is wrong to argue that the word Yoga in
the first title 1s used in a sense connected with yoga sadhana.

(ii) For the sake of argument we may still say that dejection has put Arjuna
on the right way to the ascetic hfe. If this Justifies the use of the word Yoga in
ar;unavi$iida yoga, 1t is clearly used in the sense of something which produces a
yogic result. Dejection may produce this result, but it cannot be a yoga sadhana.
For the latter not only produces a yogic result but is mainly a willed process of
self-development, as in Karma Yoga or Bhaktl Yoga. If the word Yoga is
understood in the sense of a yoga sadhana, then ar;unavcyada yoga is merely a
maimed yoga or, strictly speakmg, no yoga. Therefore we cannot argue that
arjunaVl$<ida yoga is a yoga like Sannyasa Yoga or Dhyana Yoga.

(ni) The lesson we learn from the foregoing discussions is that 1f we give the
sense of yoga sadhana to the word Yoga in the titles such as Karma Yoga,
Sannyasa Yoga, Dhyana Yoga, etc., it cannot be extended to other titles in the
Gita. Its inapplicab1hty to them is more in evidence m chapters like the Vibhuti
Yoga or the Vishwarupadarshana Yoga.

Truly speaking, neither of these Yogas can be regarded as a willed process
of self-development. Listening to an account of self-manifestations from Krishna
or even getting a vs1on of the Maheshwara form of Krishna may have a profound
effect upon the soul of Arjuna, but by that alone without a conscious self-effort
his soul cannot realise its oneness with the law of being of the Lord of the world,
sadharmyam (14-2). This explains why, even after showing his universal form to
Arjuna, Krishna is asking him to practise Yoga: "On Me repose all your mind
and lodge all your understanding mn Me; there 1s no doubt that you shall live in
Me" (12-8).

In view of these difficulties it 1s advisable not to give a spiritual significance
to the word Yoga in the chapter-titles. This sprmgs a surprise on us because we
do not know how in a text which expounds yoga shastra the word Yoga can be
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used in a non-spiritual sense. Yet 1t 1s a veritable fact about the titles of the Gita
and one who tries to understand their nght s1gmficance must recognise this fact.

If the word Yoga in the chapter-titles does not give the sense of yoga
sadhana, what else is the sense in which 1t is associated with these titles? Before
we discover its real sense we should keep in mind two things: (1) all chapter-titles
are invariably related to some verse or other in the texts they represent; (ii) the
word Yoga which 1s made to qualify all chapter-titles must have a uniform sense
which does not change when the first part m the titles changes. Apart from the
spiritual sense, the word has many other senses. Of them one is relevant
here--connection, sambandha. Every title 1s not only related to some verse in
the given chapter but made to stand at the head of it, for it is intended to tell us
that the idea embodied in it serves as the master-idea which links together all
other ideas in that chapter. It stands for the central idea upon which all the rest
converge and by which all of them become cogent and meaningful. In other
words, the title mn each chapter is mtended to be a connecting principle which
illummes the whole, pradhiina-vfyaya-sambandha-kiirar.zam. That it serves as a
connectmg factor in the verses of the relevant chapter is aptly indicated by the
word yogah which means a relation, a connection.

Once the word Yoga in the titles 1s taken mn the sense of a connectmg factor
it is easy to understand ther natural significance. They have a textual funct10n
and this function is to tell us about the leading idea in each chapter and help us to
understand its verses mn the light of thus 1dea. Take any chapter-title in the Gita;
this interpretation works wonderfully well. To illustrate, we shall choose the title
Purushottama Yoga. This 1s the title of the fifteenth chapter. It, as we know (see
section 2), is based on the seventeenth verse of this chapter. The word Yoga in
the above title tells us that the whole chapter becomes well-connected when
viewed in the light of ths verse. All other titles in the G1ta have to be interpreted
along the same lines. The titles hke Karma Yoga, Sannyasa Yoga etc which
were ongmally considered to be reliable aids in fixing the right sense of Yoga
now give us a more consistent, a more appropnate and comprehensive sense
than before. In the same way the titles hke Vibhuti Yoga, Vishwadarshana Yoga
etc. cease to be difficult m the matter of understanding their whole sense; now
they yield their true sense easily and fall in line with the other chapters of the
Gita. Finally, arunavsada yoga has nothing to do with the consequence of
Arjuna's deJection, sp1ritual or ascetic; its aim is to simply tell us that the
connecting factor in the first chapter is arjunavs@da or the verse which contains
thus 1dea.

N. JAYASHANMUKHAM
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MANTRA AND JAPA IN SRI AUROBINDO'S YOGA

Speech by Arvind Akki

THE topic for this conference that I have chosen is, "Mantra and Japa in Sn
Aurobmndo's Yoga". Modern men seem to be mdufferent towards our ancient
practices of Mantra and Japa. Though they are famular with them, they do not
really know the extraordinary results that these ancient practices can produce if
nghtly followed.

What 1s Mantra? The Mantra, says Sri Aurobindo, "... 1s a word of power
and light that comes from the Overmind mnsprat1on or from some very hugh
plane of Intuition. " 1

Sn Aurobindo further says, "The Mantra is... at once a symbol, an
instrument and a sound body for the d1vme mamfestatlon, and of the same kind
are the images of the Godhead and of its personalities or powers used in
meditation or for adoration in Yoga. "2

What 1s the power of the Mantra? What 1s 1t capable of? In ancient times
during wars like Mahabharata magic archeres were used for fighting. An arrow
was shot with a charged Mantra behind it and it could uproot hundreds of
enemies. Such is the power of Mantra! The full extent of this power and the
results it can produce are very clearly stated by Sn Aurobmndo in these words:
"The Mantra can not only create new subjective states in ourselves, alter our
psychical being, reveal knowledge and faculties we did not possess, can not only
produce similar results in other minds than that of the user, but can produce
vibrations in the mental and vital atmosphere which result in effects, in actions
and even in the production of material forms on the physical plane."

A Mantra 1s not always an individual property. Most of them are of general
use and can be adopted by anyone. Only, one must be careful mn selecting and
applying it for particular purposes. If it is not the right and beneficial one 1t may
give odd and harmful results. If a Mantra is given by a Guru, 1t is so much the
better, and then its purpose 1s fulfilled withm a small span of time with his
blessings and the power that is put behind 1t. There is a saying, "A human
teacher imparts a Mantra to the ear; the divine Teacher imparts it to the soul. "4

According to Sri Aurobmndo, "Mantras come to many people in medita-
249
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tion."" Sometimes its express1on can decerve us if 1t comes from the lower
consciousness. In our sleep-state we have occasionally expenenced that when
ever we are in the midst of a great danger we at once utter the name of the
Mother to help and protect us. Such calls come to us quite spontaneously for we
have faith in the name.

"By the repeution of the Mantras comes the realisation of the chosen (intended)
deity." Sri Aurobindo also says: "Namajapa has a great power in it. "6

The word 'Rama' was given to a notonous dacoit by Narada as a Mantra. By
repeating it often it helped him to concentrate his mind on the image of Rama
with one-pointed devoton. As a result Sri Rama manifested mn hs mind and
illumined him and this was the new turn of his life. He later developed into one
of the greatest poets the world has ever produced. Do you know who he was? He
was indeed the great Valm1ki, the author of the master-epic Ramayana!

The act of repeatmg holy names and Mantras 1s known as Japa. If it is done
mechanically then it 1s useless. It 1s simply straining the mmnd unnecessarily.

A devotee asked Sn Ramaknshna. "Is it good to practise Japa?" To this the
latter replied: "One attams God through japa. By repeatmg the name of God
secretly and in solitude one receives divme grace. Then comes His vision ...
Higher than worship is japa, higher than japa 1s meditation, hgher than
meditation is bhava, and higher than bhava are mahabhava and prema."" On
another occasion he said, "Japa means silently repeatmg God's name m solitude.
When you chant His name with smgle-mmded devot10n you can see God's form
and realise Him.""

Though some of our Mantras are thousands of years old theu power 1s not
yet worn out. They are like livmg bemgs. As when a seed 1s put mto the so1l and
with proper nourishment 1s bound to grow, so also with the Mantra. When the
seed of a Mantra is sown 1n our heart and when it is properly nourished with
faith, love, and devotion, it will grow in us and give its intended results to our
bemg.

Sri Aurobindo says, "When one repeats a mantra regularly, very often it
begms to repeat itself withm, which means that rt 1s taken up by the inner bemg.
In that way it is more effective. "9

According to Sn Aurobmdo "The japa 1s usually successful only on one of
two conditions-if 1t is repeated with a sense of its s1gmficance, a dwelling of
something mn the mind on the nature, power, beauty, attraction of the Godhead
it signifies and 1s to brng mnto the consciousness,that is the mental way; or if it
comes up from the heart or rmgs in 1t wth a certam sense or feeling of bhakti
making it alive,-that is the emotional way .. There 1s, of course, a third way,
the reliance on the power of the mantra or name mn itself..."
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Su Aurobindo also says, "Verses of the Gita can be used as japa, if the
object is to realise the Truth that the verses contam m them."11 And he adds,
"OM if rightly used (not mechamcally) might very well help the opening
upwards and outwards (cosmic consciousness) as well as the descent. "12

What is the place of Mantra in the Integral Yoga of Sri Aurobmdo? The
answer grven by Sn Aurobmndo 1s: "In this yoga there 1s no fixed mantra, no
stress is laid on mantras, although sadhaks can use one,if they find it helpful or so
long as they find it helpful. "13 But is there a general mantra which can be used by
everybody? Sri Aurobindo answers, "As a rule the only mantra used in this
sadhana is that of the Mother or of my name and the Mother's."

I suppose all of us know the celebrated Gayatn mantra. It is one of the
holiest verses of the Vedas:

aaRoi ifear sitfz 1
frat at 7 yuzarau

"We meditate upon that excellent splendour of the Lord Savitur. May he
activate our thoughts." Sn Aurobindo says, "The Gayatri mantra is the mantra
for bringing the light of Truth into all the planes of the being."" And he explains
its spmtual sigmficance thus: "The power of Gayatri is the Light of the divme
Truth It is a mantra of Knowledge.""

Sn Aurobindo himself has given his own version of the Gayatri mantra
whch I quote:

aa«fagist:. ue ff
r: act tza u

"Let us meditate on the most auspicious (best) form of Savitn, on the Light of
the Supreme which shall illumme us with the Truth. "11

I shall now mention a few well-known mantras of Sri Aurobindo and the
Mother. The followmg mantra was given by Sn Aurobmdo at the request of a
sadhak with Sn Aurobindo's and Mother's name on it:

"Om Sri AurobmdoMira
Open my mind, my heart, my life to your Light, your Love, your Power.
In all things may I see the Divine."

Another mantra of Sn Aurobindo on the Mother is:
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"Om! 0 Mother of Dehght, 0 Mother of Consciousness, 0 Mother of Truth, 0
the Supreme""

The next two mantras are by the Mother:

farfera vui u 1

"Sri Aurobmndo 1s my refuge" and

sftarar a sf3rRaaggut ma 1

mothersriaurobindo is my refuge.""

In 1971 the Mother gave this mantra for all the people of the nation for relief
from the present world-Cr1sIs:

"Supreme Lord, Eternal Truth, let us obey Thee alone and live according to
Truth. "21

The Prayers and Meditations of the Mother can well serve us as an aid to
mantras.

Sn Aurobmdo's Savztn 1s the greatest epic that the world has ever produced.
It does not belong or confine itself to a nation. It belongs to the whole humanity.
It is the history of evolution of the whole of mankind as well as the whole cosmos
and as such it has to be accepted by all as the hohest epic of mankind. The
Mother has said, "Each verse of Savtr is like a revealed Mantra which surpasses
all that man possessed by way of knowledge and, I repeat this, the words are
expressed and arranged in such a way that the sonority of the rhythm leads you
to the origm of sound, which is OM. "22

To conclude the subject, I shall read some lines from Savitr where Sri
Aurobindo beautifully reveals the secret working process of the Mantra:

"As when the mantra smks in Yoga's ear,
Its message enters stirrmg the blmd bram
And keeps in the dim ignorant cells its sound;
The hearer understands a form of words
And, musing on the index thought it holds,
He strives to read it with the labouring mind,
But finds bright hunts, not the embodied truth:
Then, falling silent in himself to know
He meets the deeper hstening of his soul:
The Word repeats itself m rhythmic strains:
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Thought, vision, feelmg, sense, the body's self
Are seized unalterably and he endures
An ecstasy and an immortal change;
He feels a Wideness and becomes a Power,
All knowledge rushes on him like a sea:
Transmuted by the white spiritual ray
He walks in naked heavens of joy and calm,
Sees the God-face and hears transcendent speech: ... "23
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